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US 8,639,753 Bl 
1 

METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR 
INCREASING THE EFFICIENCY OF 
ELECTRONIC DATA STORAGE AND 

TRANSMISSION 

BACKGROUND 

The present inventive technology relates to the field of 
electronic data storage and transmission. The present inven
tive technology may be used more particularly, but not exclu
sively, to supplement or replace conventional electronic data 
compression technologies to achieve improved efficiencies in 
such electronic data storage and transmission. 

Compression technologies are widely employed in the 
field of electronic data storage and transmission to increase 
the efficiencies of such storage and transmission. The benefits 
of compression are well known, and many conventional 
approaches to the compression of electronic data exist. How
ever, compression technologies may fail to address some of 
the principal causes of inefficiencies in electronic data storage 
and transmission. 

2 
pression may only be able to compress such data in its entirety 
or not at all, and may not be able to distinguish those portions 
of the electronic data having an actual use at the receiving end 
from those portions of the electronic data that may go unused 
at the receiving end. 

The foregoing problems related to conventional compres
sion technologies may represent a long-felt need for an effec
tive solution to the same. While implementing elements may 
have been available, actual attempts to meet this need may 

10 have been lacking to some degree. This may have been due to 
a failure of those having ordinary skill in the art to fully 
appreciate or understand the nature of the problems and chal
lenges involved. As a result of this lack of understanding, 
attempts to meet these long-felt needs may have failed to 

15 effectively solve one or more of the problems or challenges 
here identified. These attempts may even have led away from 
the technical directions taken by the present inventive tech
nology and may even result in the achievements of the present 
inventive technology being considered to some degree an 

20 unexpected result of the approach taken by some in the field. 

For example, electronic data may tend to exist in a widely 
dispersed nature. In an electronic communications network, 
electronic data may exist at different nodes or termini of the 
network. On a computing device, electronic data may be 25 

stored in disparate locations in computer memory. In one 
conventional technology, a client may be required to make 
multiple requests of a server to load a World Wide Web page, 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In one embodiment, an object of the inventive technology 
is to provide a method for consolidating input/output of elec
tronic data transmission comprising the steps of: storing mul
tiple electronic data objects at a first location; storing multiple 
electronic data indicators at a second location; linking said 
first location and said second location with an input/output in as much as the electronic data required by the client to load 

the page may be located at disparate locations on the server. 30 

For example, a client typically may require multiple CSS, 
script, and image files from the server to load the page. If these 
files are located at different locations on the server, as typi
cally may be the case, the client may be required to make a 
separate request for every separate location at which the nee- 35 

essary electronic data may be found, leading to inefficiencies 
that conventional compression technologies do not address. 

pathway; associating a plurality of said multiple electronic 
data objects at said first location to a plurality of said multiple 
electronic data indicators at said second location through said 
input/output pathway to create multiple electronic data asso
ciations; consolidating at least some of said multiple elec
tronic data associations into a single consolidated electronic 
data association; and transmitting electronic data through 
said input/output pathway utilizing said single consolidated 
electronic data association. In addition, compression technologies often may modify 

the conventional infrastructure of modem electronic data 
storage and transmission technologies. For example, com
pression technologies may often act to alter basic infrastruc
ture elements such as the TCP, IP, or HTTP layers oflnternet 
and World Wide Web electronic data transmission. Imple
menting these alterations may require an expenditure of 
resources, such as perhaps the time and costs associated with 
developing, installing, and maintaining the software and 
hardware elements, and it may be inherently undesirable to 
alter the underlying infrastructure of electronic data storage 
and transmission. Conventional compression technologies 
accordingly may not be well suited to utilizing such conven
tional infrastructure it its most efficient manner. 

Compression technologies also may not take full advan
tage of electronic automation. For example, certain kinds of 
electronic data amalgamation, such as the creation of image 
sprites or the limiting of the accumulation of dynamically 
generated content on World Wide Web pages, may conven
tionally have required significant human action, implemen
tation, or supervision. 

In another embodiment, an object of the inventive technol-
40 ogy is to provide an input/output electronic data transmission 

consolidation apparatus comprising: a first electronic storage 
medium having multiple electronic data objects stored 
thereon; a second electronic storage medium having multiple 
electronic data indicators stored thereon; an input/output 

45 pathway linking said first electronic storage medium and said 
second electronic storage medium; an electronic data asso
ciator to which said first electronic storage medium having 
multiple electronic data objects stored thereon, said second 
electronic storage medium having multiple electronic data 

50 indicators stored thereon, and said input/output pathway link
ing said first electronic storage medium and said second elec
tronic storage medium are responsive; an electronic data con
solidator responsive to said electronic data associator and to 
which said input/output pathway linking said first electronic 

55 storage medium and said second electronic storage medium is 
responsive; and an electronic data transmitter responsive to 
said electronic data consolidator and to which said input/ 
output pathway linking said first electronic storage medium 

It also may be the case that compression technologies may 
not conventionally be leveraged to their fullest effect. For 60 

example, image compression schemes such as JPG, GIF, or 
PNG may only act to compress an individual image file, and 
may not be leveraged to take advantage of additional com
pression possibilities across multiple compressed image files. 

and said second electronic storage medium is responsive. 
In another embodiment, an object of the inventive technol-

ogy is to provide a method for effectively compressing elec
tronic data transmission comprising the steps of: storing mul
tiple electronic data objects at a first location; storing multiple 
electronic data indicators at a second location; combining 

In addition, compression technologies may be context 
unaware. For example, in compressing electronic data to 
improve the efficiency of transmission, conventional com-

65 said multiple electronic data objects into a single combined 
electronic data object at said first location; combining said 
multiple electronic data indicators into a single combined 
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electronic data indicator at said second location; associating 
said single combined electronic data object at said first loca
tion to said single combined electronic data indicator at said 
second location; effectively compressing at least one request 
from said second location for at least one said electronic data 
object at said first location with said single combined elec
tronic data indicator at said second location; and effectively 
compressing provision from said first location of at least one 
said electronic data object to said second location with said 
single combined electronic data object at said first location. 

In another embodiment, an object of the inventive technol
ogy is to provide an electronic data transmission effective 
compression apparatus comprising: a first electronic storage 
medium having multiple electronic data objects stored 
thereon; a second electronic storage medium having multiple 
electronic data indicators stored thereon; an electronic data 
object combiner to which said first electronic storage medium 
having multiple electronic data objects stored thereon is 
responsive; an electronic data indicator combiner to which 
said second electronic storage medium having multiple elec
tronic data indicators stored thereon is responsive; an elec
tronic data associator responsive to said electronic data object 
combiner and said electronic data indicator combiner; and an 
electronic data object request and provide effective compres
sor responsive to said electronic data associator and to which 
said first electronic storage medium having multiple elec
tronic data objects stored thereon and said second electronic 
storage medium having multiple electronic data indicators 
stored thereon are responsive. 

4 
data comprising the steps of: automatically accessing mul
tiple electronic spatial data objects; automatically identifying 
at least one characteristic of each said electronic spatial data 
object relevant to contiguous combination of said multiple 
electronic spatial data objects; automatically aggregating said 
multiple electronic spatial data objects having said at least 
one automatically identified characteristic relevant to said 
contiguous combination of said multiple electronic spatial 
data objects; automatically contiguously combining said 

10 multiple electronic spatial data objects using each said auto
matically identified characteristic; creating a single contigu
ously combined electronic spatial data object. 

In another embodiment, an object of the inventive technol-
15 ogy is to provide an electronic spatial data combination appa

ratus comprising: multiple electronic spatial data objects 
stored on at least one electronic storage medium; an auto
mated electronic spatial data object accessor responsive to 
said multiple electronic spatial data objects; an automated 

20 contiguous combination characteristic identifier responsive 
to said automated electronic spatial data object accessor; an 
automated electronic spatial data object aggregator respon
sive to said automated contiguous combination characteristic 
identifier; an automated electronic spatial data object con-

25 tiguous combiner responsive to said automated electronic 
spatial data object aggregator; an automated single contigu
ously combined electronic spatial data object creator respon
sive to said automated electronic spatial data object contigu
ous combiner. 

In another embodiment, an object of the inventive techno!- 30 

ogy is to provide a method for increasing the effective rate of 
transmitting electronic data comprising the steps of: storing 

In another embodiment, an object of the inventive technol-
ogy is to provide a method for threshold combining electronic 
data comprising the steps of: automatically accessing mul
tiple electronic data objects; automatically identifYing at least 
one characteristic of each said electronic data object relevant 

35 to a threshold criterion for combining said multiple electronic 
data objects; automatically aggregating said multiple elec
tronic data objects having said at least one automatically 
identified characteristic relevant to said threshold criterion for 

an electronic data object at a first location; linking said first 
location to a second location via an electronic data commu
nications network; accessing said electronic data communi
cations network utilizing an electronic message assembly 
protocol and an electronic message addressing protocol; hav
ing a benchmarknetworktransmissionrate for electronic data 
transmission via said electronic data communications net
work utilizing said electronic message assembly protocol and 40 

said electronic message addressing protocol; transmitting 
said electronic data object from said first location to said 
second location via said electronic data communications net
work at an effective network transmission rate greater than 
said benchmark network transmission rate. 

combining said multiple electronic data objects; automati
cally determining if said threshold criterion for combining 
said multiple electronic data objects has been satisfied; auto-
matically combining said multiple electronic data objects in 
accordance with said automatic determination if said thresh-
old criterion for combining said multiple electronic data 

45 objects has been satisfied. 
In another embodiment, an object of the inventive technol

ogy is to provide an electronic data threshold combination 
apparatus comprising: multiple electronic data objects stored 
on at least one electronic storage medium; an automated 

50 electronic data object accessor responsive to said multiple 
electronic data objects; an automated threshold criterion 
combination characteristic identifier responsive to said auto
mated electronic data object accessor; an automated elec
tronic data object aggregator responsive to said automated 

In another embodiment, an object of the inventive technol
ogy is to provide an electronic data transmission effective rate 
augmentation apparatus comprising: a first electronic storage 
medium having an electronic data object stored thereon; an 
electronic data communications network linking said first 
electronic storage medium to a second electronic storage 
medium; an access point to said electronic data communica
tions network responsive to an electronic message assembly 
protocol and an electronic message addressing protocol; a 
benchmark network transmission rate of said electronic data 
communications network responsive to said electronic mes
sage assembly protocol and said electronic message address
ing protocol; an electronic data object transmission effective 
rate augmenter responsive to said benchmark network trans
mission rate and to which said first electronic storage medium 60 

having an electronic data object stored thereon, said second 
electronic storage medium, and said electronic data commu
nications network linking said first electronic storage 
medium to said second electronic storage medium are respon
S!Ve. 

In another embodiment, an object of the inventive technol
ogy is to provide a method for combining electronic spatial 

55 threshold criterion combination characteristic identifier; an 
automated threshold criterion determiner responsive to said 
automated electronic data object aggregator; an automated 
electronic data object combiner responsive to said automated 
threshold criterion determiner. 

In another embodiment, an object of the inventive technol-
ogy is to provide a method for compressing electronic spatial 
data comprising the steps of: accessing multiple electronic 
spatial data objects; aggregating said multiple electronic spa
tial data objects for combining said multiple electronic spatial 

65 data objects; combining said multiple electronic spatial data 
objects; creating a single combined electronic spatial data 
object; electronically compressing said single combined elec-
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tronic spatial data object to create an electronically com
pressed combined electronic spatial data object. 

6 
FIG. 6 is a schematic representation of an electronic spatial 

data compression apparatus in one exemplary embodiment. 
FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of a streamlined elec

tronic data transmission apparatus in one exemplary embodi
ment. 

FIG. 8 is a schematic representation of a one-sided self
contained electronic data exchange transaction implementa
tion architecture in one exemplary embodiment. 

In another embodiment, an object of the inventive technol
ogy is to provide an electronic spatial data compression appa
ratus comprising: multiple electronic spatial data objects 
stored on at least one electronic storage medium; an elec
tronic spatial data object accessor responsive to said multiple 
electronic spatial data objects; an electronic spatial data 
object aggregator responsive to said electronic spatial data 
object accessor; an electronic spatial data object combiner 
responsive to said electronic spatial data object aggregator; a 
single combined electronic spatial data object creator respon
sive to said electronic spatial data object combiner; a com
bined electronic spatial data object electronic compressor 
responsive to said single combined electronic spatial data 
object creator. 

FIG. 9 is a schematic representation of a combined pointer 
10 apparatus in one exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 10 is a schematic representation of a combined file 
apparatus in one exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 11 is a schematic representation of a redundant 

15 
executable script eliminator apparatus in one exemplary 
embodiment. 

FIG. 12 is a schematic representation of a transmission 
overhead reducer apparatus in one exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 13 is a schematic representation of an electronic com
munications network addition in one exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 14 is a schematic representation of an automated 
programming code minifier in one exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 15 is a schematic representation of a combiner pro
gramming code execution processor in one exemplary 
embodiment. 

FIG. 16 is a table presenting effective compression data for 
electronic data comprising CSS data, script data, and image 
data in one exemplary embodiment. 

In another embodiment, an object of the inventive technol
ogy is to provide a method for transmitting streamlined elec
tronic data comprising the steps of: storing an electronic data 
object at a first location; automatically recognizing a use for 20 

said electronic data object at a second location; automatically 
determining constituent parts of said electronic data object 
necessary for said use at said second location and constituent 
parts of said electronic data object unnecessary for said use at 
said second location; automatically selectively removing said 25 

constituent parts of said electronic data object unnecessary 
for said use at said second location to create a streamlined 
electronic data object; electronically transmitting said 
streamlined electronic data object from said first location to 
said second location. 

In another embodiment, an object of the inventive technol
ogy is to provide a streamlined electronic data transmission 
apparatus comprising: a first electronic storage medium hav
ing an electronic data object stored thereon; an automated 
second location electronic data object use recognizer respon- 35 

sive to said electronic data object; an automated electronic 
data object second location use constituent part determiner 
responsive to said automated second location electronic data 
object use recognizer; an automated electronic data object 
second location dispensable constituent part determiner 40 

responsive to said automated second location electronic data 
object use recognizer; an automated streamlined electronic 
data object creator responsive to said automated electronic 
data object second location use constituent part determiner 
and said automated electronic data object second location 45 

dispensable constituent part determiner; an automated 
streamlined electronic data object transmitter responsive to 
said automated streamlined electronic data object creator. 

FIG. 17 is a table presenting effective compression data for 
30 electronic data comprising CSS data in one exemplary 

embodiment. 

Naturally, further objects of the inventive technology will 
become apparent from the description and drawings below. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of an input/output 
electronic data transmission consolidation apparatus in one 
exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of an electronic data 
transmission effective compression apparatus in one exem
plary embodiment. 

FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of an electronic data 
transmission effective rate augmentation apparatus in one 
exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of an electronic spatial 
data combination apparatus in one exemplary embodiment. 

FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of an electronic data 
threshold combination apparatus in one exemplary embodi
ment. 

FIG. 18 is a table presenting effective compression data for 
electronic data comprising script data in one exemplary 
embodiment. 

FIG. 19 is a table presenting effective compression data for 
electronic data comprising image data in one exemplary 
embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The present inventive technology includes a variety of 
aspects, which may be combined in different ways. The fol
lowing descriptions are provided to list elements and describe 
some of the embodiments of the present inventive technology. 
These elements are listed with initial embodiments, however 
it should be understood that they may be combined in any 
manner and in any number to create additional embodiments. 
The variously described examples and preferred embodi-

50 ments should not be construed to limit the present inventive 
technology to only the explicitly described systems, tech
niques, and applications. Further, this description should be 
understood to support and encompass descriptions and claims 
of all the various embodiments, systems, techniques, meth-

55 ods, devices, and applications with any number of the dis
closed elements, with each element alone, and also with any 
and all various permutations and combinations of all elements 
in this or any subsequent application. 

In various embodiments, the inventive technology may 
60 utilize one or more electronic data objects. Electronic data 

objects may be understood to include electronic entities that 
can be manipulated by the commands of a programming 
language, such as a value, variable, function, data element, or 
data structure. An electronic data object also may comprise 

65 programming code, such HTML or other kinds of program
ming code. Examples of electronic data objects may include 
files, Web pages, scripts, CSS, or image information. A file 
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generally may be understood to include a collection of related 
electronic data or programming code stored on an electronic 
storage medium. 

Various embodiments of the inventive technology also may 
utilize one or more electronic data indicators. Electronic data 
indicators may be understood to include electronic entities 
that can indicate location information for an electronic data 
object. For example, an electronic data indicator may have 
address information for one or more electronic data objects, 
such as an address to a location in electronic memory, an 
address to a location on an electronic communications net
work, or the like. 

An example of an electronic data indicator in one embodi
ment may be a pointer on a Web page. For example, in 
conventional World Wide Web architecture, a client may 
request information from a server to load a Web page. The 
server may respond with information for the Web page, 
wherein the information may include one or more pointers for 
the client to follow in order to retrieve information for the 
Web page. In some examples, the pointers may direct the 
client to obtain CSS information, script information, image 
information, or other kinds of information necessary for the 
Web page, wherein such information may be stored else
where. 

Now with reference primarily to FIG. 1, embodiments of 
the inventive technology may involve a method for consoli
dating input/output of electronic data transmission and an 
input/output electronic data transmission apparatus. 

The method may involve storing multiple electronic data 
objects (102) at a first location, such as with a first electronic 
storage medium (101), and storing multiple electronic data 
indicators (104) at a second location, such as a second elec
tronic storage medium (103). 

8 
ing to a file, such as a CSS, script, or image file, at a server. 
Embodiments may involve one-to-one electronic data asso
ciations, such as one pointer pointing to one such file, or 
perhaps more generally such as creating at least one counter
part electronic data object (102) and electronic data indicator 
(103). Accordingly, embodiments may include an electronic 
data associator (1 06) to which said first electronic storage 
medium (101), said second electronic storage medium (103), 
and said input/output pathway (105) are responsive, and per-

10 haps may include an electronic data object and electronic data 
indicator counterpart architecture (119). 

In some embodiments, associating may involve creating 
mutually interdependent functionality among a plurality of 
multiple electronic data objects (102) at a first location and a 

15 plurality of a multiple electronic data indicators (104) at a 
second location. In this kind of arrangement, the object and 
the indicator may each be necessary for creating the func
tional utility of the association by being mutually interdepen
dent on one another. Accordingly, embodiments may involve 

20 a mutually interdependent functionality architecture (123). 
For example, creating a mutually interdependent function

ality may involve addressing at least one electronic data indi
cator (104) at a second location (103) to at least one electronic 
data object (102) at a first location (101) and delivering the 

25 electronic data object (102) from the first location (101). In 
the case of a pointer at a client pointing to a file, such as a CSS, 
script, or image file, at a server, the functional utility of the 
association may derive from the relationship between the 
pointer pointing to a file and the file being pointed, such as to 

30 allow a client to follow the pointer to access the file, and a 
server to deliver the file to the client. Accordingly, embodi
ments may include an electronic data indicator address pro
cessor (109) and an electronic data object delivery processor 

As used herein throughout, such locations may be any 
suitable locations at which electronic data may be stored. 35 

Examples of such locations may be network nodes or loca
tions within a computing device, such as computer memory. 

(110). 
In some embodiments, addressing may involve generating 

a character sequence that uniquely identifies an electronic 
data object (102) and using the character sequence to address 
the electronic data indicator (103) to the electronic data object 
(102). Accordingly, embodiment may involve using a unique 

In some embodiments, a first location may be a server and a 
second location may be a client. Embodiments also may 
involve one or more such locations being a mobile computing 
device. 

The inventive technology may involve linking the first 
location and the second location with an input/output path
way (105). Such an input/output pathway (105) may allow 
electronic data to be moved relative to the first location and 
the second location, such as by movements including in-and
out, two-way, back-and-forth, send-and-receive, and the like. 
Naturally, input/output may involve either input, output, or 
both. 

In some embodiments, an input/output pathway (1 05) may 
be an electronic communications network. Such networks 
may allow transmission of electronic data from at least one 
location to at least another location, and may include wired or 
wireless, analog or digital, and hardware and software ele
ments. Examples of electronic communications networks 
may include the Internet and the World Wide Web, but also 
may include, for example, internal buses or other architec
tures within an individual computing device. 

The inventive technology may involve associating a plu
rality of multiple electronic data objects (102) at a first loca
tion to a plurality of said multiple electronic data indicators 
(104) at a second location through an input/output pathway 
(105) to create multiple electronic data associations. Such 
electronic data associations may serve to connect or other
wise bring into relation such electronic data objects (1 02) and 
electronic data indicators (104). For example, one kind of 
electronic data association may be a pointer at a client point-

40 character sequence identification generator (111) responsive 
to an electronic data object (102) and an electronic data indi
cator addresser (112) responsive to the unique character 
sequence identification generator (111). Delivering the elec
tronic data object (102) may involve recognizing the charac-

45 ter sequence used to address the electronic data indicator 
(104) to the electronic data object (102), and may involve 
retrieving the electronic data object (102) related to the char
acter sequence and delivering the electronic data object (1 02), 
such as from a server to a client. Accordingly, embodiments 

50 may involve a unique character sequence identification rec
ognizer (113) responsive to an addressed electronic data indi
cator (104), a unique character sequence identification 
retriever (114) responsive to the unique character sequence 
identification recognizer (113), and an electronic data object 

55 delivery system (115). 
Moreover, the inventive technology may involve request

ing an electronic data object (102) using the character 
sequence in an initial request and avoiding repeating requests 
for the electronic data object (102) using the character 

60 sequence in subsequent requests. Accordingly, embodiments 
may include an electronic data object character sequence 
initial request processor (116) and an electronic data object 
subsequent repeated request avoidance processor (117). This 
may serve, for example, to reduce the number of requests or 

65 eliminate repeated requests for the electronic data object, 
such as by client to a server, even if the character sequence is 
presented in subsequent requests. Using the character 
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sequence in an initial request and avoiding repeating requests 
may be accomplished, for example, by providing appropriate 
instruction from one location to another location, such as 
from a server to a client, perhaps in a server response to an 
initial request from a client, and wherein the character 
sequence may be utilized to facilitate such instruction. 
Accordingly, embodiments may include a one location 
instruction architecture (118). 

10 
The inventive technology may involve retaining a sepa

rately usable functionality of each individual electronic data 
association. This is to say that notwithstanding any act of 
consolidation, the preexisting functionality of any individual 
association may be preserved. For example, wherein consoli
dating may involve creating consolidated associations for 
CSS, script, or image information, the consolidated associa
tion still may be usable and may permit any individual css, 
script, or image information to be accessed and utilized from The inventive technology may involve consolidating at 

least some multiple electronic data associations into a single 
consolidated electronic data association. Consolidating 
should be understood to include reducing multiple instances 

10 within the consolidated CSS, script, or image information. 
Accordingly, embodiments may involve an individual elec
tronic data association separate use functionality retention 
processor (122). 

Naturally, consolidating multiple electronic data associa-of electronic data associations into fewer instances of elec
tronic data associations, in some cases perhaps even reducing 
to one single consolidated data association. Accordingly, 
embodiments may include an electronic data consolidator 
(107) responsive to an electronic data associator (106) and to 
which an input/output pathway (105) are responsive. 

15 tions into a single consolidated electronic data association 
may reduce the size of such data associations. Embodiments 
may involve consolidating at least some of said multiple 
electronic data associations into a single consolidated elec
tronic data association having a size of up to 52.3% less than 

For example, in some embodiments consolidating may 
involve combining at least some multiple electronic data 
associations into a single consolidated electronic data asso
ciation. Accordingly, embodiments may include an electronic 
data combiner (120). 

20 the size of said unconsolidated multiple electronic data asso
ciations, consolidating CSS data associations into a single 
consolidated CSS data association having a size of up to 
35.5% less than the size of unconsolidated multiple CSS data 
associations, consolidating multiple script data associations 

In another example, consolidating may involve reducing 
the number of locations of electronic data objects (102) and 
electronic data indicators (102). Electronic data objects (102) 
stored at different locations may be consolidated into storage 

25 into a single consolidated script data association having a size 
of up to 16.9% less than the size of unconsolidated multiple 
script data associations, and consolidating multiple image 
data associations into a single consolidated image data asso
ciation having a size of up to 34.8% less than the size of at one location, and electronic data indicators (104) formerly 

indicating different locations may be consolidated into fewer 
indicators corresponding to the common location of formerly 
disparate object locations. In this manner, wherein dispar
ately located electronic data objects (102) formerly may have 
required multiple electronic data associations to accommo
date the disparate locations, the act reducing the number of 
locations of electronic data objects (102) and electronic data 
indicators (104) may result in consolidating the number of 
multiple electronic data associations. Accordingly, embodi
ments may involve an electronic data object location number 
reduction system and an electronic data indicator location 40 

number reduction system. 

30 unconsolidated multiple image data associations. Accord
ingly, embodiments may include an up to 52.3% consolida
tion electronic data consolidator, an up to 35.5% consolida
tion CSS data consolidator, an up to 16.9% consolidation 
script data consolidator, and an up to 34.8% image data con-

35 solidator. 

More particularly, in some embodiments, consolidating 
may involve reducing the number of locations of css infor
mation, script information, and image information, such that 
such css information may be consolidated at one location, 45 

such script information may be consolidated at one location, 
and such image information may be consolidated at one loca
tion. In this manner, wherein multiple css, script, and image 
pointers may have been required before consolidation, only a 
single css, script, and image pointer may be required after 50 

consolidation, again perhaps demonstrating how multiple 
css, script, and image associations can be consolidated into 
fewer or even single css, script, image associations. 

Of course, such acts of consolidation may involve reducing 
the number of access events of multiple electronic data as so- 55 

ciations and may involve reducing the time to access elec
tronic data objects (102). Access events may be understood to 
involve the steps required in any individual association to 
utilize the associated functionality, such as by following a 
pointer to an object and retrieving the object. Accordingly, 60 

embodiments may involve a multiple electronic data associa
tion access event reduction system (121). Naturally, wherein 
associations are consolidated, the number of access events 
required and the time associated to implement them may be 
reduced. Accordingly, embodiments may include an elec- 65 

tronic data object access time reduction system and an elec
tronic data indicator access time reduction system. 

The inventive technology may involve transmitting elec
tronic data through the input/output pathway (105) utilizing a 
single consolidated electronic data association. For example, 
the functionality created by the association may form the 
basis of transmitting an electronic data object (102) using an 
electronic data indicator (104) from one location to another, 
such as where a CSS file, script file, or image file may be 
transmitted from a server to client based on the relationship of 
a pointer at the client to the location of the file on the server. 
Accordingly, embodiments may involve an electronic data 
transmitter (108) responsive to an electronic data consolida
tor (107) and to which an input/output pathway (105) may be 
responsive. 

In some embodiments, transmitting may involve selec
tively transmitting. In such cases, an electronic data transmit
ter (108) may be a selective electronic data transmitter. For 
example, while a single consolidated electronic data associa
tion may have information related to multiple electronic data 
objects (102) and multiple electronic data indicators (102), 
transmitting may involve using the single consolidated elec
tronic data association to transmit perhaps fewer than all of 
such objects using perhaps fewer than all of such indicators. 
In some embodiments, selectively transmitting may involve 
separately transmitting one electronic data object (102) using 
one electronic data indicator (104) of a single consolidated 
electronic data association, while other embodiments may 
involve transmitting multiple electronic data objects (102) 
using multiple electronic data indicators (104) of a single 
consolidated electronic data association. In this manner, 
selectively transmitting may involve transmitting a single 
CSS object, script object, or image object using a single 
pointer, even wherein multiple CSS objects, script objects, or 
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image objects may have been consolidated with multiple 
pointers into a single consolidated electronic data associa
tion. 

Accordingly, embodiments may involve a separate elec
tronic data object and separate electronic data indicator trans
mission architecture (124), a transmission architecture (125) 
responsive to an electronic data consolidator (107), and a 
multiple electronic data object and multiple electronic data 
indicator transmission architecture (126) responsive to an 
electronic data consolidator (107). 

The act of selectively transmitting may be effected in vari
ous embodiments by utilizing HTTP headers, such as wherein 
the information of a single consolidated electronic data asso
ciation may be carried by HTTP headers in request and 
response communications between a server and a client. For 
example, the consolidated electronic data association infor
mation carried by an HTTP header may be used to select 
electronic data. Accordingly, embodiments may include an 
HTTP header electronic data selection processor responsive 
to an electronic data consolidator (107). 

Transmitting electronic data in various embodiments also 
may involve transmitting via one electronic data exchange 
transaction. For example, without the consolidation of mul
tiple electronic data associations as described herein, mul
tiple electronic data exchange transactions may be required to 
make use of electronic data objects (104) stored at different 
locations. Via consolidation, a single electronic data 
exchanged transaction may suffice to make use of such mul
tiple electronic data objects (104), such as wherein a single 
consolidated electronic data association may allow one 
pointer to access multiple CSS files, script files, or image 
files. In this mauner, embodiments may involve transmitting 
multiple electronic data objects (102) using multiple elec
tronic data indicators (104) and avoiding multiple electronic 
data exchange transactions. Accordingly, embodiments may 
involve a single electronic data exchange transaction system 
and a multiple electronic data exchange transaction avoid
ance system (127) to which said multiple electronic data 
objects (102) and said multiple electronic data indicators 
(104) are responsive. 

12 
compressing electronic data transmission and an electronic 
data transmission effective compression apparatus. 

The method may involve storing multiple electronic data 
objects (202) at a first location, such as on a first electronic 
storage medium (201 ), and multiple electronic data indicators 
(222) at a second location, such as on a second electronic 
storage medium (221), perhaps as may have been described 
elsewhere herein. Embodiments also may involve transmit
ting electronic data from said first location to said second 

10 location, such as with an electronic data transmitter (223). 
Embodiments may involve combining the multiple elec

tronic data objects (102) into a single combined electronic 
data object at the first location (101), and combining the 

15 
multiple electronic data indicators (222) into a single com
bined electronic indicator at the second location (221). Com
bining may be understood to involve taking individual objects 
or indicators and integrating them into a form having at least 
one unitary element. Examples may include taking multiple 

20 CSS files and creating one CSS file having the information of 
the original multiple CSS files, taking multiple script files and 
creating one script file having the information of the original 
multiple script files, taking multiple image files and creating 
one image file having the information of the original multiple 

25 image files, taking multiple pointers and creating one pointer 
having the information of the original multiple pointers, and 
the like. Accordingly, embodiments may include an elec
tronic data object combiner (203) to which a first electronic 
storage medium (201) having multiple electronic data objects 

30 (202) stored thereon is responsive and electronic data indica
tor combiner (204) to which said second electronic storage 
medium (221) having multiple electronic data indicators 
(222) stored thereon is responsive. 

Moreover, creating one pointer from multiple pointers may 
35 involve creating one output having a size of up to 500 bytes 

less than the size of the multiple pointers. Accordingly, 
embodiments may include an up to 500 byte reduce output 
size combiner. 

For example, in various embodiments combining may 
40 involve creating at least one common characteristic from 

separate characteristics. As discussed for example above, 
characteristics may include file type, such as CSS, script, 
image, or pointer. Other examples of characteristics may 
include location characteristic, name characteristic, and 

Of course, transmitting electronic data using these consoli
dation principles may involve transmitting fewer bytes of 
electronic data. Embodiments may involve transmitting up to 
52.3% fewer bytes of electronic data through said input/ 
output pathway utilizing said single consolidated electronic 
data association as compared to not utilizing said single con
solidated electronic data association, transmitting up to 
35.5% fewer bytes of CSS data through said input/output 
pathway utilizing said single consolidated electronic data so 
association as compared to not utilizing said single consoli
dated electronic data association, transmitting up to 16.9% 
fewer bytes of script data through said input/output pathway 
utilizing said single consolidated electronic data association 

45 address characteristic. Accordingly, combiner in various 
embodiments may be a common characteristic combination 
processor, a location characteristic combination processor, a 
name characteristic combination processor, and an address 
characteristic combination processor. 

Any suitable method of combining may be utilized. 
Embodiments may include sequentially combining, such as 
wherein individual objects or pointers may be combined in 
succession, contiguously combining, such as wherein indi
vidual objects or pointers may be combined in contact, hier-

as compared to not utilizing said single consolidated elec
tronic data association, and transmitting up to 34.8% fewer 
bytes of image data through said input/output pathway utiliz
ing said single consolidated electronic data association as 
compared to not utilizing said single consolidated electronic 
data association. Accordingly, embodiments may include an 
up to 52.3% reduced bytes electronic data transmitter, an up 
to 35.5% reduced CSS bytes electronic data transmitter, an up 
to 16.9% reduced script bytes electronic data transmitter, and 
an up to 34.8% reduced image bytes electronic data transmit
ter. 

Now with reference primarily to FIG. 2, embodiments of 
the inventive technology may involve a method for effectively 

55 archically combining, such as wherein individual objects or 
pointers may be combined in rank, or the like. Accordingly, a 
combiner in various embodiments may be a sequential com
biner, a contiguous combiner, or a hierarchical combiner. 

Of course, such acts of combining may act to reduce the 
60 size of these kinds of files. In various embodiments, combin

ing may involve creating one CSS file from multiple CSS files 
including creating one CSS file having a size of up to 35.5% 
less than the size of said multiple CSS files, creating one 
script file from multiple script files including creating one 

65 scriptfilehavinga size of up to 16.9% less than the size of said 
multiple script files, creating one image file from multiple 
image files including creating one image file having a size of 
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up to 34.8% less than the size of said multiple image files, and 
creating one pointer from multiple pointers. 

Accordingly, a combiner in various embodiments maybe a 
CSS file combiner, including perhaps an up to 35.5% reduced 
CSS file size combiner; a script file combiner, including per
haps an up to 16.9% reduced script file size combiner, an 
image file combiner, including perhaps an up to 34.8% reduce 
image file size combiner, and a pointer combiner. 

Embodiments may involve associating a single combined 
electronic data object (202) at a first location (201) to a single 10 

combined data indicator (222) at a second location (221), 
perhaps using principles for association as described else
where herein. Accordingly, embodiments may involve an 
electronic data associator (205) responsive to an electronic 
object combiner (203) and an electronic data indicator com- 15 

biner (204). 
Embodiments may involve effectively compressing at least 

one request from a second location (221) for at least one 
electronic data object (102) at a first location (101) with said 
single combined electronic data indicator at the second loca- 20 

tion (221) and effectively compressing provision from the 
first location (101) of the electronic data object (102) to said 
second location (221) with the single combined electronic 
data object at said first location (101). Accordingly, embodi
ments may include an electronic data object request and pro- 25 

vide effective compressor (206) responsive to an electronic 
data associator (205) and to which a first electronic storage 
medium (201) and a second electronic storage medium (221) 
are responsive. 

This may involve, for example, effectively compressing a 30 

request from a client to a server for information on the server 
necessary to load a Web page at the client, including infor
mation such as CSS files, script files, or image data, wherein 
the client may utilize a combined pointer pointing to a com
bined CSS file, combined script file, or combined image data 35 

file. Effective compression may be achieved, for example, by 
using a single combined pointer in place of multiple separate 
pointers to request information, and using a single combined 
CSS, script, or image file to provide information, rather than 
using multiple separate CSS, script, or image files. 40 

Effectively compressing may be understood to include 
achieving compression effects in the handling of electronic 
data, and may be understood to include doing so without 
compressing or perhaps without solely compressing. For 
example, if compression technologies may achieve time, 45 

speed, or similar efficiencies in the storage and transmission 
of electronic data by reducing the size of electronic data; 
effective compression may involve achieving the same or 
comparable efficiencies by combining electronic data. Stated 
differently, in at least some embodiments, effectively com- 50 

pressing may involve the capability of producing a compres
sion result without using compression. 

Examples of effective compression may be found in FIGS. 
16-19. 

Accordingly embodiments may include a non-compres- 55 

sian system (207) and a compression effect system (208). 
In some embodiments, achieving compression effects may 

involve leveraging a combination efficiency. Accordingly, 
embodiments may include a combination efficiency leverage 
system (209). 60 

One example of a combination efficiency leverage system 
may be stated as follows: 

On average, one electronic data object representing the 
consolidated input of multiple electronic data objects 
may compress to a number of bytes that may be, on 65 

average, less than the number of bytes of compressing 
each of the multiple electronic data objects individually. 

14 
This may be due to the fact that compression works best 
on larger files containing repeated information. 

In a first example, input may contain one or more HTML 
elements with the name "link," each referring to a dif
ferent location of electronic data objects: 
<link href="stylel.css" rel="stylesheet"type="textlcss" 

I> 
<link href="style2.css" rel="stylesheet"type="textlcss" 

I> 
If stylel.css contains the following information: 

#outer { 
background-color: #ffffff; 
} 

... and is compressed, there may not be much opportunity 
for compression. If style2.css contains the following 
information: 
#inner { 
background-color: #ffffff; 
} 

... and is compressed, there is not much opportunity for 
compression. However, when: 
<link href="stylel.css" rel="stylesheet"type="textlcss" 

I> 
<link href="style2.css" rel="stylesheet"type="textlcss" 

I> 
... is replaced with: 

<link href=" ./CS.sc? {% }" rel="stylesheet"type="textl 
css" I> 

... and ./CS.sc?{%} contains the following information: 
#outer { 

background-color: #ffffff; 
} 
#inner { 

background-color: #ffffff; 
} 

... and is compressed, there may be a greater opportunity 
for compression. 

For a second example, an input may contain one or more 
HTML elements with the name "script," each referring 
to a different location of said electronic data objects: 
<script type="textljavascript" src="scriptl.js"><l 

script> 
<script type="textljavascript" src="script2.js"><l 

script> 
If scriptl.js contains the following information: 

function foo( ){ 
varx=l; 

} 
... and is compressed, there may not much opportunity for 

compression. If script2.js contains the following infor
mation: 
function bar( ){ 

vary=2; 
} 

. .. and is compressed, there may not much opportunity for 
compression. However, when: 
<script type="textljavascript" src="scriptl.js"><l 

script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="script2js"><l 

script> 
... Is replaced with: 

<style type="text/javascript" src="./JS.sc?{%}"><1 
script> 

... and ./JS.sc?{%} contains the following information: 
function foo( ){ 

varx=l; 
} 
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function bar( ){ 
var y=2; 

} 

15 

... and is compressed, there may be a greater opportunity 
for compression. 

For a third example, an input may contain one or more 
HTML elements with the name "img," each referring to 
a different location of said electronic data objects: 
<img src="image1.gif' /> 
<img src="image2.gif' /> 

If image1.gif contains the following information: 
71, 73,70,56,57,97,1,0,1,0, 128,0,0,255,255,255, 

255,255,255,33,249,4, 1, 10,0, 1,0,44,0,0,0,0, 
1,0, 1,0,0,2,2, 76, 1,0,59 

... and is compressed, there may not much opportunity for 
compression. If image2.gif contains the following infor
mation: 
71, 73, 70, 56, 55, 97, 1, 0, 1, 0, 128, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 255, 

255,255,44,0,0,0,0, 1,0, 1,0,0,2,2, 68, 1,0, 59 
... and is compressed, there may not much opportunity for 

compression. However, when: 
<img src="image1.gif' /> 
<img src="image2.gif' /> 

... is replaced with: 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1}" style="background:url(./ 

IS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc ?{%1}" style="background:url(./ 

IS.sc?{%2} )%3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
... and ./IS.sc?{%} contains the following information: 

1, 73, 70,56,57,97, 1,0, 1,0, 128,0,0,255,255,255, 
255,255,255,33,249,4, 1, 10,0, 1,0,44,0,0,0,0, 
1,0, 1,0,0,2,2, 76, 1,0,59, 71, 73, 70,56,55,97, 1, 
0, 1,0, 128, 1,0,0,0,0,255,255,255,44,0,0,0,0, 
1,0, 1,0,0,2,2,68, 1,0,59 

. . . and is compressed, there may a greater opportunity for 
compression. 

More generally, in various embodiments, leveraging may 
involve replacing multiple programming code instructions 
having different source attributes with a single programming 
code instruction having a single source attribute. A single 
source attribute may be a single combined electronic data 
object (102) and a single combined electronic data indicator 
(222). The programming code may be HTML, and the pro-
gramming code instruction may include <link href= ... >, 

16 
Accordingly, a compressor in various embodiments may be a 
client-server transaction effective compressor, a TCP/IP 
transaction effective compressor, a FTP transaction effective 
compressor, a HTTP transaction effective compressor, a 
World Wide Web transaction effective compressor, and a 
networked environment effective compressor. 

In various embodiments, effectively compressing may 
involve using a data association to request and provide an 
electronic data object (202) individually. For example, such 

10 use may involve separately providing an electronic data 
object (202) using one electronic data indicator (222) of the 
data association, even wherein the data association may 
include other associated objects and indicators. Similarly, 
such use may involve providing multiple electronic data 

15 objects (202) using multiple electronic data indicators (222) 
of the data association. Moreover, such provision may via one 
electronic data exchange transaction, in as much as the use of 
a single data association may obviate the need to access 
multiple disparate locations of such objects. It may be seen 

20 that embodiment may involve providing multiple electronic 
data objects (102) using multiple electronic data indicators 
(222) and avoiding multiple electronic data exchange trans
actions. Naturally, embodiments also may involve transmit
ting electronic data from the first location (201) to the second 

25 location (221). 
Accordingly, embodiments may include an individual 

electronic data object request and provision system having an 
associated data processor (214), an electronic data object 
separate provision processor (215), an electronic data indica-

30 tor use processor (216), a multiple electronic data object 
provision processor (217), and a multiple electronic data indi
cat or use processor (218). Moreover, embodiments may com
prise a single electronic data exchange transaction system 
(219) and a multiple electronic data exchange transaction 

35 avoidance system (220) . 
Now with reference primarily to FIG. 3, embodiments of 

the inventive technology may involve a method for increasing 
the effective rate of transmitting electronic data and an elec
tronic data transmission effective rate augmentation appara-

40 tus. 
The method may involve storing an electronic data object 

(302) at a first location, such as perhaps a first electronic 
storage medium (301), perhaps as described elsewhere 
herein. 

<script type= ... >, <img src= ... >, and <style type= ... >. 45 Embodiments may involve linking said first location (301) 
to a second location, such as perhaps a second electronic 
storage medium (309), via an electronic data communica
tions network (303), perhaps as described elsewhere herein. 

Of course, the foregoing example is merely illustrative, and 
should not be construed to limit the broader principles under
lying the same, particularly as relates to leveraging combina
tion efficiencies, though not limited to the same. Accordingly, 
embodiments may involve a multiple programming code 50 

instruction replacement processor (210) and a single pro
gramming code instruction single source attribute processor 
(211). 

In various embodiments, effectively compressing may 
involve avoiding multiple requests and avoiding multiple pro- 55 

visions of electronic data objects (202). For example, wherein 
objects and pointers may be combined, as described herein, 
such combinations may avoid the necessity of requesting and 
providing objects stored at disparate locations. Accordingly, 
embodiments may include a multiple request avoidance pro- 60 

cessor and a multiple provision avoidance processor (212). 
In various embodiments, effectively compressing may 

involve using a data association in an HTTP header to request 
and provide electronic data. Effectively compressing also 
may involve a client-servertransaction, a TCP/IP transaction, 65 

an FTP transaction, an HTTP transaction, a World Wide Web 
transaction, a networked environment transaction, or the like. 

Embodiments may involve accessing the electronic data 
communications network (303) utilizing an electronic mes
sage assembly protocol and an electronic message addressing 
protocol. The term accessing may be understood to include 
making the network available to one or more electronic stor
age media to send and receive electronic data from the storage 
media. Moreover, in various embodiments, the electronic 
message assembly protocol may be TCP and the electronic 
message addressing protocol may be IP. Accordingly, 
embodiments may include an access point (304) responsive to 
an electronic message assembly protocol (305) and an elec
tronic message addressing protocol (306). 

Additionally, the electronic data communications network 
(303) in various embodiments may be a network having a 
benchmark network transmission rate for electronic data 
transmission via the network utilizing the electronic message 
assembly protocol and the electronic message addressing 
protocol. Such a benchmark may be any suitable standard or 
reference by which an accepted value for the rate oftransmis-
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sian of given types of electronic data may be quantified. 
Moreover, the benchmark may be understood to be tied to the 
conventional infrastructure elements of the network, includ
ing for example the standard electronic message assembly 
protocol and electronic message addressing protocol utilized 
by the network. Accordingly, embodiments may involve a 
benchmark network transmission rate (307) of an electronic 
data communications network (303) responsive to an elec
tronic message assembly protocol (305) and an electronic 
message addressing protocol (306). 

Embodiments may involve transmitting an electronic data 
object (302) from the first location (301) to the second loca
tion (309) via the electronic data communications network 
(303) at an effective transmission rate greater than the bench
mark network transmission rate. 

Accordingly, embodiments may involve an electronic data 
object transmission effective rate augmenter (308) responsive 
to a benchmark network transmission rate (307) and to which 
a first electronic storage medium (301), a second electronic 
storage medium (309), and an electronic data communica
tions network (303) are responsive 

An effective transmission rate should be understood to 
include achieving a rate improved over the benchmark trans
missionrate, perhaps without actually transmitting data faster 
than the network's benchmark transmission rate permits. For 
example, if the electronic communications network transmits 
given types of electronic data at its benchmark rate, achieving 

18 
Electronic spatial data objects ( 402) may be understood to 

have spatial characteristics when their information content 
derives both from the value at a location plus the relationship 
of such location to another location, for example in a multi
coordinate system, such as an x, y system. Examples of elec
tronic spatial data objects ( 402) may include image files, such 
as JPG files, GIF files, or PNG files. 

Embodiments may involve automatically identifying at 
least one characteristic of each electronic spatial data object 

10 (402) relevant to contiguous combination of multiple elec
tronic spatial data objects (402). This may involve seeking 
and recognizing a characteristic in each object to be used in a 
combination technique based on such characteristic. 

15 
Examples of such characteristics may include identifying 
boundary, area, size, file format, image width, and image 
height characteristics of an electronic spatial data object 
(402), including both as related to the properties of the elec
tronic data itself and as to any representation of such spatial 

20 data, for example an image. Accordingly, embodiments may 
include an automated contiguous combination characteristic 
identifier ( 404) responsive to an automated electronic spatial 
data object accessor (403). Such an identifier in various 
embodiments may be a boundary identifier, an area identifier, 

25 a size identifier, a file format identifier, an image width iden
tifier, or an image height identifier. 

an effective transmission rate greater than the benchmark 
may involve, for example, changing the nature of the input 
data, shortening the total length of the communication path, 30 

and the like, each perhaps while still transmitting electronic 
data at the network's benchmark transmission rate. Stated 
differently, in at least some embodiments, transmitting at an 
effective network transmission rate may involve the capabil

For example, an electronic spatial data object (402) may 
contain input information having an HTML element with the 
name "img" that looks like the following: 

<img src="imagel.jpg" /> 
If the value for the "src" attribute refers to a resource that 

can be read, an attempt can be made to load the data read from 
the value of the src attribute into a bitmap object, the imple
mentation of which may be specific to the platform on which 

ity of producing an end result of transmitting electronic data 
at a greater rate, without actually achieving such greater rate. 

Accordingly, transmitting may involve achieving an effec
tive network transmission rate greater than a benchmark net
work transmission by transmitting up to 52.3% less data, and 
embodiments may include an up to 52.3% less data transmis
sion effective rate augmenter. 

Examples of transmitting an effective network transmis
sion rate greater than the benchmark network transmission 
rate may be found in FIGS. 16-19. 

Now with reference primarily to FIG. 4, embodiments of 
the inventive technology may involve a method for combin
ing electronic spatial data and an electronic spatial data com
bination apparatus. 

Embodiments may include multiple electronic spatial data 
objects ( 402) at a first location, such a first electronic storage 
medium (401), perhaps as described elsewhere herein. 

Embodiments may involve automatically accessing mul
tiple electronic spatial data objects ( 402). The term accessing 
may be understood to include making such electronic spatial 
data objects ( 402) available for electronic manipulation, such 
as for example by the commands of a programming language, 
by action of electronic processing, or the like. In some 
embodiments, accessing may involve storing at least one 
electronic spatial data object ( 402) at a first location ( 401) and 
storing at least one electronic spatial data indicator ( 425) at a 
second location ( 424) associated to the electronic spatial data 
object ( 402) at the first location. 

Embodiments further may involve transmitting electronic 
data from the first location ( 401) to the second location ( 424). 
Accordingly, embodiments may include an automated elec
tronic spatial data object accessor (403) responsive to mul
tiple electronic data objects ( 402). 

35 the method is executing (Windows, Linux, etc.) If the attempt 
to load the bitmap succeeds, the image format, width, and 
height may be identified. Otherwise, the input information 
may be skipped. If the image format, width, and height are 
supported, the input may be processed. Otherwise, the input 

40 information may be skipped. 
More generally, in various embodiments, identifying may 

involve executing at least one progrming code instruction 
having a source attribute, loading the data of the source 
attribute into an electronic spatial data object map, and iden-

45 tifYing a characteristic utilizing the electronic spatial data 
map. The progrming code may be, for example, HTML, 
and the instruction may be, for example, <img src= ... >, 
although other programming languages and instructions may 
be understood to be applicable as well. Accordingly an iden-

50 tifier in various embodiments may include a source attribute 
programming code instruction execution processor ( 408), a 
source attribute data loading processor ( 409) responsive to a 
source attribute programming code instruction execution pro
cessor (408), an electronic spatial data object map loading 

55 processor ( 410) responsive to a source attribute data loading 
processor ( 409), and a characteristic identification processor 
(411) responsive to an electronic spatial data object map 
loading processor (410). 

Embodiments may involve automatically aggregating mul-
60 tiple electronic spatial data objects ( 402) having an automati

cally identified characteristic. Aggregating may be under
stood to involve bringing together those objects having the 
identified characteristic and making them available for sub
sequent action based on the identified characteristic. Accord-

65 ingly, embodiments may involve an automated electronic 
spatial data aggregator ( 405) responsive to an automated con
tiguous combination characteristic identifier ( 404). 
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Embodiments may involve automatically contiguously 
combining multiple electronic spatial data objects (402) 
using each automatically identified characteristic. Combin
ing may be understood to involve taking individual objects or 
indicators and integrating them into a form having at least one 5 

unitary element. Examples may include joining the objects 
automatically identified boundaries, minimizing automati
cally identified areas of the object, minimizing automatically 
identified sizes of the objects, combining the objects by file 
format, combining the objects by image width, and combin- 10 

ing the objects by image height. Moreover, these examples 
may be illustrative of contiguously combining multiple elec
tronic spatial data objects (402). Accordingly, embodiments 
may involve an automated electronic spatial data object con-

15 
tiguous combiner ( 406) responsive to an automated electronic 
spatial data aggregator ( 405), which in various embodiments 
may include an automatically identified boundary processor 
( 412), an automatically identified area minimization proces
sor ( 413), an automatically identified size minimization pro- 20 

cessor (414), an automatically identified file format combi
nation processor ( 415), and an automatically identified image 
width combination processor (416), and an automatically 
identified image height combination processor ( 417). 

In one embodiment, an example of contiguously combin- 25 

ing multiple electronic spatial data objects may be as follows: 
1. Let the variable y equal 0. 
2. Sort the collection of objects so that an object A with a 

width greater than object B is located higher in the list 
than object B. 30 

20 
11. Go through the collection of objects, starting with the 

next object, working toward the object located lowest in 
the list. 

12. If the next object has already been added to the com
bined object, skip it. 

13. Go through the collection of rectangles. 
14. Do the following if the rectangle's width is greater than 

or equal to the next object's width and the rectangle's 
height is greaterthanorequal to the next object's height: 
Add the next object to the combined object at an X 
coordinate equal to the rectangle's X coordinate and a Y 
coordinate equal to the rectangle's Y coordinate. Create 
a 2nd rectangle with an X coordinate equal to the rect
angle's X coordinate plus the width of the next object, a 
Y coordinate equal to the rectangle's Y coordinate, a 
width equal to the width of the combined object minus 
the rectangle's X coordinate minus the next object's 
width, and a height equal to the next object's height. 
Effectively, this 2nd rectangle is the available space to 
the right of the next object, extending to the right edge of 
the combined object and the bottom edge of the next 
object. Add the 2nd rectangle to the collection of rect
angles. Create a 3rd rectangle with an X coordinate 
equal to rectangle's X coordinate, a Y coordinate equal 
to the rectangle's Y coordinate plus the height of the next 
object, a width equal to the width of the combined object 
minus the rectangle's X coordinate, and a height equal to 
the rectangle's height minus the next object's height. 
Effectively, this 3rd rectangle is the available space to 
the bottom of the next object, extending to the right edge 
of the combined object and the bottom of the rectangle. 
Add the 3rd rectangle to the collection of rectangles. 
Remove the rectangle from the collection of rectangles. 

More generally, combining electronic spatial data objects 

3. In the case when two object have the same width, sort the 
collection of object so that an object A with a height 
greater than object B is located higher in the list than 
object B. 

4. In the case when two object have the same width and the 
same height, it does not matter if object A is located 
higher in the list than object B or if object B is located 
higher in the list than object A. 

35 (402) may involve creating an order of the objects based on 
the identified characteristics, eliminating redundant objects 
from the order, and sequentially contiguously combining 
each object successively to create a single contiguously com-

5. Go through the collection of object, starting with the 40 

object located highest in the list and working toward the 
object located lowest in the list. 

6. If the object has already been added to a combined 
object, skip it. 

7. If the combined object has not been created, create it 45 

with a width of the object and a height of the object. 
Otherwise, if the combined object has been created, let 
the variable y equal the height of the combined object, 
create a new combined object with a width of the com
bined object and a height equal to the height of the 50 

combined object plus the height of the object. Copy the 
combined object to the new combined object. Set the 
combined object equal to the new combined object. 

bined electronic spatial data object based on the order. 
Accordingly, embodiments may include a multiple electronic 
spatial data objects ordering processor (418) responsive to 
said automated contiguous combination characteristic iden
tifier (404), a redundant electronic spatial data object elimi
nator ( 419) responsive to said multiple electronic spatial data 
objects ordering processor ( 418), and a successive order elec
tronic spatial data object sequential contiguous combiner 
(420) responsive to said redundant electronic spatial data 
object eliminator (419). 

Creating a single contiguously combined electronic spatial 
data object in various embodiments may involve creating a 
single contiguously combined electronic spatial data object 
up to 34.8% less than the size of the multiple electronic spatial 
data objects ( 402), creating a single contiguously combined 
electronic spatial data object having at least one common 8. Add the object to the combined object at X coordinate 0 

andY coordinate equal to the y variable. 55 characteristic derived from a characteristic identified from the 
9. Create a collection to hold one or more rectangles, each 

rectangle comprising of an X coordinate, a Y coordinate, 
a width, and a height. 

10. Create a rectangle with an X coordinate equal to the 
width of the object, a Y coordinate equal to they vari- 60 

able, a width equal to the width of the combined object 
minus the width of the object, and a height equal to the 
height of the object. Effectively, this is the available 
space to the right of the object, extending to the right 
edge of the combined object and to the bottom edge of 65 

the combined object. Add the rectangle to the collection 
of rectangles. 

multiple electronic spatial data objects ( 402), and, of course, 
creating an image file, for example a JPG, GIF, or PNG file. 
Accordingly, embodiments may include an up to 34.8% 
reduced size electronic spatial data object contiguous com
biner, a multiple electronic spatial data object common char
acteristic identification processor (421), and an image file 
creator, naturally include a JPG creator, a GIF creator, and a 
PNG creator. 

Embodiments also may include an electronic data trans
mitter (423), a second electronic storage medium (424), and 
an electronic data indicator ( 425) stored on a second elec
tronic storage medium (424). 
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Now with reference primarily to FIG. 5, embodiments of 
the inventive technology may involve a method for threshold 
combining electronic data and an electronic data threshold 
combination apparatus. 

Embodiments may involve automatically accessing mul
tiple electronic data objects (502). The term accessing may be 
understood to include making such electronic data objects 
(502) available for electronic manipulation, such as for 
example by the commands of a programming language, by 
action of electronic processing, or the like. The electronic 10 

data objects (502) in various embodiments may include mul
tiple CSS data objects, multiple script data objects, and mul
tiple image data objects. Accordingly, embodiments may 
include multiple electronic data objects (502) stored at a first 

15 
location, such as a first electronic storage medium (501) and 
an automated electronic data object accessor (503) responsive 
to said multiple electronic data objects (502). In various 
embodiments, such objects may include multiple CSS data 
objects, multiple script data objects, and multiple image data 20 

objects. 
Embodiments further may involve storing at least one elec

tronic indicator (538) at a second location, such as a second 
electronic storage medium (537), associated to an electronic 
data object (502), and transmitting the electronic data from a 25 

first location, such as first electronic storage medium (501 ), to 
the second location, such as second electronic storage 
medium (537). Accordingly, embodiments may include an 
electronic data transmitter linking a first electronic storage 
medium (501) and a second electronic storage medium (537). 30 

Embodiments may involve automatically identifYing at 
least one characteristic of each electronic data object (502) 
relevant to a threshold criterion for combining the objects. 
This may involve seeking and recognizing a characteristic in 
each object to be used in evaluating a threshold for determin- 35 

ing whether or not the object will be combined with other 
objects. 

Examples of such characteristics may include object size 
and object number. Accordingly, embodiments may include 
an automated threshold criterion combination characteristic 40 

identifier (504) responsive to an automated electronic data 
object accessor (503), which in embodiments may be an 
object size identifier, object number identifier, or the like. 
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".jpg" for JPEG images, or".png" for PNG images) it is 
automatically identified as CSS, JS, Image. 

More generally, automatically identifYing may involve 
automatically identifying an all characteristic, which may 
involve automatically identifYing as all, HTML program
ming code having at least one element with a name selected 
from the group consisting of link, script, img, or style. 
Accordingly, various embodiments may include an all char-
acteristic identifier, which may include an HTML program
ming code link name element processor (508), an HTML 
programming code script name element processor (509), and 
an HTML progrming code img name element processor 
(510). 

More generally, automatically identifYing may involve 
automatically identifying a no query string characteristic, 
which may involve automatically identifYing as no query 
string, HTML programming code having at least one element 
with a name selected from the group consisting oflink, script, 
img, and having no query string in an associated electronic 
data indicator. Accordingly, various embodiments may 
include a no query string characteristic identifier, which may 
include HTML programming code link name element pro
cessor (515), an HTML programming code script name ele
ment processor (516), and an HTML programming code img 
name element processor (517), and wherein each said proces-
sor further comprises a processor responsive to an associated 
electronic indicator having no query string (518). 

More generally, automatically identifYing may involve 
automatically identifYing a CSS characteristic, which may 
involve automatically identifying as CSS, HTML program
ming code having at least one element with the name link, and 
having an associated electronic data indicator containing 
a .css element. Accordingly, various embodiments may 
include a CSS characteristic identifier (512), which may 
include HTML programming code link name element pro-
cessor (519), wherein said processor further comprises a pro
cessor responsive to an associated electronic indicator con
taining a .css element or css file extension (520). 

More generally, automatically identifYing may involve 
automatically identifYing a script characteristic, which may 
involve automatically identifYing as script, HTML program
ming code having at least one element with the name script, 
and having an associated electronic data indicator containing In one example, automatically identifying may involve the 

following: 
If the object contains an HTML element with the name 

"link" or "script" or "img" it is automatically identified 
as All. 

If the object contains an HTML element with the name 
"link" or "script" or "img" and there is no query string in 
the addressed electronic data indicator it is automati
cally identified as No Query String. 

45 an element selected from the group consisting of a .j s element 
and a script file extension. Accordingly, various embodiments 
may include a script characteristic identifier (513), which 
may include HTML progrming code script name element 
processor (521), wherein said processor further comprises a 

For example, the following addressed electronic indicator 
has a query string: 
<img src="image.jpg?XYZ=123" /> 

And for example, the following addressed electronic indi
cator does not have a query string: 
<img src="image jpg" /> 

If the object contains an HTML element with the name 
"link" and the addressed electronic indicator ends with 
".css" it is automatically identified as CSS, JS, Image. 

If the object contains an HTML element with the name 
"script" and the addressed electronic indicator ends with 
".js" it is automatically identified as CSS, JS, Image. 

If the object contains an HTML element with the name 
"img" and the addressed electronic indicator ends with a 
supported extension (such as ".gif' for GIF images, 

50 processor responsive to an associated electronic indicator 
containing an element selected from the group consisting 
of a .js element, script element and a script file extension 
(522). 

More generally, automatically identifYing may involve 
55 automatically identifying an image characteristic, which may 

involve automatically identifYing as image, HTML program
ming code having at least one element with the name img, and 
having an associated electronic data indicator containing an 
element selected from the group consisting of .jpg, .gif, .png, 

60 and an image file extension. Accordingly, various embodi
ments may include a image characteristic identifier (514), 
which may include HTML programming code img name 
element processor ( 523 ), wherein said processor further com
prises a processor responsive to an associated electronic indi-

65 cator containing an element selected from the group consist
ing of .jpg, .gif, .png, img element and image file extension 
(524). 
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Embodiments may involve automatically aggregating mul
tiple electronic data objects (502) having at least one auto
matically identified characteristic relevant to a threshold cri
terion for combining the objects. Aggregating may be 
understood to involve bringing together those objects having 
the identified characteristic and making them available for 
subsequent action based on the identified characteristic. 
Accordingly, embodiments may include an automated elec
tronic data object aggregator (505) responsive to an auto
mated threshold criterion combination characteristic identi- 10 

fier (504). 
Embodiments may involve automatically determining if a 

threshold criterion for combining multiple electronic data 
objects (502) has been satisfied. Accordingly, embodiments 
may include an automated threshold criterion determiner 15 

(506) responsive to an automated electronic data object 
aggregator (505). 

In one example, automatically determining may involve 
storing a collection of character sequences generated that 
uniquely identifY one or more electronic data objects (502). 20 

When the collection contains more character sequences than 
a threshold for such character sequences, it may be automati
cally determined that the threshold has been exceeded. 
Accordingly, embodiments may include a unique character 
sequence identification generator (528) responsive to said 25 

multiple electronic data objects (502), a unique character 
sequence identification number determination processor 
(529) responsive to said unique character sequence identifi
cation generator (528), and a unique character sequence iden
tification threshold criterion processor (530) responsive to 30 

said unique character sequence identification number deter
mination processor (529). 

Naturally, any suitable criterion capable of automated elec
tronic evaluation may be utilized as a threshold criterion. 

More generally, automatically determining may involve 35 

automatically determining a threshold value for said multiple 
electronic data objects (502) based on an automatically iden
tified characteristic for each said electronic data object (502) 
individually, automatically comparing the automatically 
determined threshold value to a threshold criterion, and auto- 40 

matically evaluating if the threshold criterion has been 
exceeded based on an automatic comparison. Accordingly, 
embodiments may include an automated multiple electronic 
data object threshold value determination processor (525) 
responsive to an automated individual electronic data object 45 

identified characteristic processor, which may include an 
automated threshold criterion comparator (526) and an auto
mated threshold criterion evaluator (527). 
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Per input, per type (styles, scripts, images): 
Start at the All state. 
If in the All state and the number of character sequences 

that uniquely identify a consolidated input exceeds the 
threshold, automatically effect a fallback to the No 

Query String state. Clear the collection of character 
sequences generated that uniquely identify a consoli
dated input. 

If in the No Query String state and the number of character 
sequences that uniquely identifY a consolidated input 
exceed the threshold, automatically effect a fallback to 
the CSS, JS, Image state. Clear the collection of charac
ter sequences generated that uniquely identifY a consoli-
dated input. 

If in the CSS, JS, Image state and the number of character 
sequences that uniquely identifY a consolidated input 
exceeds the threshold, automatically effect a fall back to 
the None state. Clear the collection of character 
sequences generated that uniquely identify a consoli
dated input. 

More generally, embodiments may involve falling back 
hierarchically by state. This may involve first falling back to 
a no query string state from an all state, if a number of 
character sequences uniquely identifying said multiple elec
tronic data objects exceeds a threshold criterion number for 
said number of character sequences; second falling back to a 
state selected from the group consisting of a CSS state, a JS 
state, and an image state, from said no query string state, if a 
number of character sequences uniquely identifYing said 
multiple electronic data objects exceeds a threshold criterion 
number for said number of character sequences, and wherein 
said multiple electronic data objects are selected from the 
group consisting of CSS data, JS data, and image data; and 
third falling back to a none state from said state selected from 
said group consisting of a CSS state, a JS state, and an image 
state, if a number of character sequences uniquely identifying 
said multiple electronic data objects exceeds a threshold cri
terion number for said number of character sequences, and 
wherein said multiple electronic data objects are selected 
from said group consisting of CSS data, JS data, and image 
data. 

Accordingly, in various embodiments an automated elec
tronic data object combiner (507) may be a fallback combi
nation combiner utilizing a fallback combination hierarchy 
(531) having a no query string state (532), a CSS, JS, image 
state (533), and a none state (534), perhaps as described 
above. 

Moreover, an automated electronic data object combiner 
(507) in various embodiments may be all state conditional all 
multiple electronic data object combiner; a no query string 
state conditional multiple electronic data object combiner, 
wherein said combiner is responsive only to multiple elec
tronic data objects having no query string in an associated 
electronic indicator; a CSS state conditional multiple elec
tronic data object combiner, wherein said combiner is respon-
sive only to said multiple electronic data objects comprising 
CSS data and having an associated electronic data indicator 
containing a .css element; a JS state conditional multiple 

Embodiments may involve automatically combining mul
tiple electronic data objects (502) in accordance with an auto- 50 

matic determination if a threshold criterion for combining the 
objects has been satisfied. Combining may be understood to 
involve taking individual objects and integrating them into a 
form having at least one unitary element. Accordance may be 
evaluated based on the specific threshold criterion involved- 55 

some embodiments, for example, may involve automatically 
combining objects if a threshold criterion has been met or 
exceeded and automatically not combining objects if a 
threshold criterion has not been met or exceeded. Accord
ingly, embodiments may include an automated electronic 
data object combiner (507) responsive to an automated 
threshold criterion determiner (506), which may include an 
exceeded threshold value combiner. 

60 electronic data object combiner, wherein said combiner is 
responsive only to said multiple electronic data objects com
prising script data and having an associated electronic data 
indicator containing a .js element; an image state conditional 

Various embodiments may involve automatically effecting 
a fallback combination if a threshold criterion has been met or 65 

exceeded. One example of a fallback combination may be 
stated as follows: 

multiple electronic data object combiner, wherein said com
biner is responsive only to said multiple electronic data 
objects comprising image data and having an associated elec-
tronic data indicator containing an element selected from the 
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group consisting of JPG data, GIF data, PNG data; and a none 
state conditional multiple electronic data object non-com
biner. 

Moreover, automatically combining electronic data 
objects (502) may involve combining the objects according to 
identified state. One example of this may be stated as follows: 

Per input, per type (styles, scripts, images): 
If in the All state, consolidate all input. 
If in the No Query String state, only consolidate input that 

does not have a query string in an addressed electronic 
data indicator. 

If in the CSS, JS, Image state, and the input is a link, only 
consolidate input that has an addressed electronic data 
indicator ending with ".css" 

If in the CSS, JS, Image state, and the input is a script, only 
consolidate input that has an addressed electronic data 
indicator ending with ".j s" 

If in the CSS, JS, Image state, and the input is an image, 
only consolidate input that has an addressed electronic 
data indicator ending with a supported extension (such 
as ".gif' for GIF images, ".jpg" for JPEG images, or 
".png" for PNG images). 

If in the None state, consolidate no input. 
More generally, automatically combining according to 

state may involve combining all multiple electronic data 
objects, if in an all state; combining only multiple electronic 
data objects having no query string in an associated electronic 
indicator, if in a no query string state; combining only mul
tiple electronic data objects having an associated electronic 
data indicator containing a .css element, if in a CSS state, 
wherein said multiple electronic data objects comprise CSS 
data; combining only multiple electronic data objects having 
an associated electronic data indicator containing a .js ele
ment, if in a JS state, wherein said multiple electronic data 
objects comprise script data; and combining only said mul
tiple electronic data objects having an associated electronic 
data indicator containing an element selected from the group 
consisting of JPG data, GIF data, PNG data, or image file 
extension data, if in an image state, wherein said multiple 
electronic data objects comprise image data. 

The method for threshold combining electronic data in 
various embodiments may be a method for safeguarding the 
operation of a computing device, perhaps generally by avoid
ing detrimental operating conditions when the computing 
device is supplied with too much data for safe processing. As 
an example, the architecture or the World Wide Web often 
may resulting in the dynamic generation of electronic data, 
too much of which can adversely impact the operation of 
server or client computing devices. The threshold aspects 
described herein may allow for compensating for dynamic 
generation of electronic data, including compensating for 
CSS information, script information, image information, 
World Wide Web page content information, and like kinds of 
information. Accordingly, embodiments may include a com
puting device operation safeguard (535) and dynamically 
generated electronic data compensator (536), which may be a 
CSS information compensator, a script information compen
sator, an image information compensator, and a World Wide 
Web page content information compensator. 

Now with reference primarily to FIG. 6, embodiments of 
the inventive technology may involve a method for compress
ing electronic spatial data and an electronic spatial data com
pression apparatus. 

Embodiments may involve accessing multiple electronic 
spatial data objects (602). Accordingly, embodiments may 
include an electronic spatial data object accessor (603) 
responsive to multiple electronic spatial data objects (602). 
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The term accessing may be understood to include making 
such electronic spatial data objects (602) available for elec
tronic manipulation, such as for example by the commands of 
a programming language, by action of electronic processing, 
or the like. In some embodiments, accessing may involve 
storing at least one electronic spatial data object (602) at a first 
location, such as a first electronic storage medium ( 601 ), and 
storing at least one electronic spatial data indicator ( 617) at a 
second location, such as a second electronic storage medium 

10 (618), associated to the electronic spatial data object (602) at 
the first location. Embodiments further may involve transmit
ting electronic data from the first location (601) to the second 
location (618). 

Accordingly, embodiments may include multiple elec-
15 tronic spatial data objects (602) stored on at least one elec

tronic storage medium (601), multiple electronic data indica
tors ( 617) stored on a second electronic storage medium 
(618), and an electronic transmitter (619) linking a first elec
tronic storage medium (601) and a second electronic storage 

20 medium (618). 
Electronic spatial data objects (602) may be understood to 

have spatial characteristics when their information content 
derives both from the value at a location plus the relationship 
of such location to another location, for example in a multi-

25 coordinate system, such as an x, y system. Examples of elec
tronic spatial data objects ( 402) may include image files, such 
as JPG files, GIF files, or PNG files. 

Embodiments may involve aggregating multiple electronic 
spatial data objects (602) for combining the objects. Aggre-

30 gating may be understood to involve bringing together those 
objects having the identified characteristic and making them 
available for subsequent action based on the identified char
acteristic. Accordingly, embodiments may involve an elec
tronic spatial data object aggregator (604) responsive to an 

35 electronic spatial data object accessor (603). 
Embodiments may involve combining multiple electronic 

spatial data objects (602). Combining may be understood to 
involve taking individual objects and integrating them into a 
form having at least one unitary element. Examples may 

40 include sequentially combining, such as wherein individual 
objects may be combined in succession, contiguously com
bining, such as wherein individual objects combined in con
tact, hierarchically combining, such as wherein individual 
objects or pointers may be combined in rank, combining the 

45 objects by file format, combining the objects by image width, 
and combining the objects by image height. Examples further 
may include creating at least one common characteristic from 
separate characteristics, such as a location characteristic, a 
name characteristic, an address characteristic, a file format 

50 characteristic, an image width characteristic, an image height 
characteristic, and the like. 

Accordingly, embodiments may include an electronic spa
tial data object combiner (605) responsive to an electronic 
spatial object aggregator (604), which may be a sequential 

55 combiner, a contiguous combiner, a hierarchical combiner, a 
file format combiner, an image width combiner, an image 
height combiner, or a common characteristic combiner. 
Moreover, a common characteristic combiner in various 
embodiments may have a location characteristic processor 

60 ( 608), a name characteristic processor ( 609), an address char
acteristic processor (610), a file format processor (611), an 
image width processor (612), and an image height processor 
(613). 

Embodiments may involve creating a single combined 
65 electronic spatial data object, including of course a single 

combined image file, such as a single combined JPG, a single 
combined GIF, a single combined PNG, or the like. Accord-
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ingly, embodiments may include a single combined elec
tronic spatial data object creator (606) responsive to an elec
tronic spatial data object combiner (605), which may be in 
various embodiments a single combined image file creator, 
such as a JPG creator, a GIF creator, and a PNG creator. 

Embodiments may involve electronically compressing a 
single combined electronic spatial data object to create an 
electronically compressed combined electronic spatial data 
object. Any suitable compression technology may be utilized, 
including for example GZIP and DEFLATE. Moreover, such 
compression may involve achieving improved compression 
relative to compressing multiple uncombined electronic spa
tial data objects (602), and may result in creating a com
pressed combined electronic spatial data object up to 34.8% 
less than the size of the uncombined multiple electronic spa
tial data objects (602). Accordingly, embodiments may 
include a combined electronic spatial data object electronic 
compressor ( 607) responsive to a single combined electronic 
spatial data object creator (606). Such a compressor in vari
ous embodiments may include a GZIP compressor and a 
DEFLATE compressor, and may utilize a relative improved 
compression achievement processor (614) and include an up 
to 34.8% relative improved compression achievement pro
cessor. 

In this manner, electronically compressing a single com
bined electronic spatial data object may be seen as achieving 
multiple effective compression efficiencies, for example by 
leveraging a combination efficiency and leveraging a com
pression efficiency to creating an effective compression 
greater than that achievable simply by compressing uncom
bined electronic spatial data objects (602). Accordingly, 
embodiments may include a multiple effective compression 
efficiency processor, which may include a combination effi
ciency processor and a compression efficiency processor. 
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object (702) unnecessary for use at the second location (708), 
and automatically selectively removing the constituent parts 
of the electronic data object (702) unnecessary for use at the 
second location. 

Accordingly, embodiments may include an automated sec
ond location electronic data object use recognizer (703) 
responsive to an electronic data object (702), an automated 
electronic data object second location use constituent part 
determiner (704) responsive to said automated second loca-

10 tion electronic data object use recognizer (703), an automated 
electronic data object second location dispensable constituent 
part determiner (705) responsive to said automated second 
location electronic data object use recognizer (703), and an 
automated streamlined electronic data object creator (706) 

15 responsive to an automated electronic data object second 
location use constituent part determiner (704) and an auto
mated electronic data object second location dispensable con
stituent part determiner (705). 

The foregoing steps of recognizing, determining, and 
20 removing may involve utilizing contextual awareness of the 

second location. Accordingly, embodiments may include a 
second location contextual awareness processors (708), 
(711), and (713). 

With respect to the step of recognizing, for example, uti-
25 lizing contextual awareness may involve differentiating 

between capable uses and actual uses for an electronic data 
object (702) at the second location. Such uses may be tied to 
the type of data comprising the electronic data object (702), 
for example distinguishing among capable and actual uses for 

30 various styles in CSS data, distinguishing among capable and 
actual uses for scripts among script data, distinguishing 
among capable and actual uses of images in image data, and 
the like. Accordingly, embodiments may involve a capable 
use differentiator (709) and an actual use differentiator (71 0), 

35 which differentiators naturally may be CSS data differentia
tors, script data differentiators, and image data differentia-

Moreover, embodiments may involve retaining a sepa
rately usable functionality of each electronic spatial data 
object (602) individually, notwithstanding their compressed 
and combined nature in a resulting compressed combined 
electronic spatial data object. For example, applications may 
involve separately utilizing at least one electronic spatial data 40 

object (602) individually, which may involve retrieving the 
object individually, perhaps such as by retrieving an indi
vidual image file. Accordingly, embodiments may include an 
individual electronic data object separate use functionality 
preservation processor (615), which may include an indi- 45 

vidual electronic data object separate use functionality utili
zation processor. Embodiments also may include an indi
vidual electronic spatial data object retrieval architecture 
(616), which may include an individual image file retrieval 
architecture. 

tors. 
With respect to the steps of determining, utilizing a con

textual awareness may involve determining constituent parts 
of the electronic data object (708) to be actually used at the 
second location. Again, this may be tied to the type of data, for 
example, determining which styles of CSS data actually will 
be used, which scripts of script data actually will be used, 
which images of image data actually will be used, and the 
like. Accordingly, embodiments may include an electronic 
data object constituent part second location actual use deter-
miner (712). 

With respect to the step of removing, utilizing contextual 
awareness may involve selectively removing constituent 

50 parts of the electronic data object (702) that will not be used 
at the second location. This may involve removing styles from 
CSS data that will not be used, scripts from script data that 
will not be used, images from image data that will not be used, 

Now with reference primarily to FIG. 7, embodiments of 
the inventive technology may involve a method for transmit
ting streamlined electronic data and a streamlined electronic 
data transmission apparatus. and the like. Accordingly, embodiments may include a sec

ond location dispensable constituent part selective remover 
(714). 

In this manner, a streamlined electronic data object may be 
created at the first location based on use characteristics at the 
second location, such that the streamlined data object may 
only include those constituent parts actually to be used at the 
second location. 

Embodiments may involve storing an electronic data 55 

object (702) at a first location and an electronic data indicator 
(709) at a second location, perhaps as described elsewhere 
herein. Accordingly, embodiments may include a first elec
tronic storage medium (701) having an electronic data object 
(702) stored thereon. Certain embodiment also may include a 60 

second electronic storage medium having a least one elec
tronic data indicator stored thereon. For example, an electronic data object (702) in various 

embodiments may be CSS data, script data, or image data. 
Conventional World Wide Web architectures may require a 

65 client to request and a server to provide sets of CSS, script, 
and image information, even where not all of the information 
may actually be used at the client. Where a server can recog-

Embodiments further may involve automatically recogniz
ing a use for the electronic data object (702) at a second 
location (708), automatically determining constituent parts of 
the electronic data object (702) necessary for use at the sec
ond location (708) and constituent parts of the electronic data 
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nize, determine, and selectively remove unnecessary infor
mation based on the actual uses for such information at the 
second location, for example by utilizing contextual aware
ness as described above, streamlined electronic data objects 
may be created. 

30 

Such streamlined electronic data objects naturally may 
result in efficiency increases in the storage and transmission 
for such objects. For example, embodiments may involve 
electronically transmitting a streamlined electronic data 
object from a first location (701) to a second location (708), 
perhaps involving transmitting up to 52.3% less data as com
pared to unstreamlined transmission. Accordingly, embodi
ments may include an automated streamlined electronic data 
object transmitter (707) responsive to an automated stream
lined electronic object creator, which may be in various 
embodiments a 52.3% less data automated streamlined elec
tronic data object transmitter. 

and intercepting a response from the server to the client 
before allowing the response to pass through. In this example, 
the response may then be acted upon by the intermediary at 
the point of intercept. Such a client request, for example, may 
be a request for Web page information, and in some embodi
ments, intercepting may involve accessing at least one com
bined electronic data object utilizing at least one combined 
electronic data indicator, perhaps as described elsewhere 
herein. Of course, this example relating to a server-client 

10 architecture is for illustrative purposes only, and should not be 
construed to limit the broader principles involved. 

Accordingly, embodiments may involve an intermediary 
between a server and a client (806), a client request pass-

Now with reference primarily to FIG. 8, embodiments of 
the inventive technology may involve self-containing imple
mentation of various methods described herein on one side of 
an electronic data exchange transaction. In some embodi
ments, this may involve avoiding counterpart implementation 
of such a method on the other side of an electronic data 

15 through (807), a server-side client request processor (808), a 
server response intercept (809), and a combined electronic 
data object access processor responsive to at least one com
bined electronic data indicator (810). 

In one example, self-containing implementation may be 
20 accomplished as follows: 

exchange transaction. An electronic data exchange transac
tion may be understood to include the transmission and pro- 25 

cessing of at least one item of electronic data, wherein such 
data may include electronic data objects and electronic data 
indicators. Examples of electronic data exchange transac
tions may include server-client transactions, such as may be 
used to load a Web page. 30 

Self-containing implementation on one side of an elec
tronic data exchange transaction may involve effecting the 
method entirely at or by an implementing participant to the 
transaction, for example perhaps entirely at or by a server in 
a server-client transaction. Perhaps similarly, avoiding coun- 35 

terpart implementation on another side of an electronic data 
exchange transaction may involve taking no sua sponte steps 
to implement the method at or by a second or subsequent 
participant to the transaction, or perhaps relying on the imple
menting participant to initiate or carry out the steps of the 40 

method, for example by a client in a server-client transaction. 
More generally, examples may include executing program
ming code on one side of an electronic data exchange trans
action and avoiding counterpart execution of programming 
code on another side of the transaction. 45 

Accordingly, embodiments may include a one-sided self
contained data exchange transaction implementation archi
tecture (801) and an electronic data exchange transaction 
opposed side counterpart implementation avoidance proces
sor (802). Embodiments also may include a one-sided elec- 50 

tronic data exchange transaction programming code execu
tion processor (803) and an electronic data exchange 
transaction opposed side counterpart programming code 
execution avoidance processor (804). 

In some embodiments, the execution of programming code 55 

may involve intermediating between a server and client. Inter
mediating may be understood to include acting between par
ticipants to the transaction. Even where the intermediary may 
be located at one of the participants to the transaction, such as 
at a server, the intermediary may not interfere with the opera- 60 

tion of the participant itself, such as where programming code 
may be executed independently from and perhaps not other
wise interact with the server's own software. 

In a server-client architecture, for example, intermediating 
may involve allowing a request from a client to pass through 65 

the intermediary, allowing a server to process the request 
from the client without interference from the intermediary, 

When a client sends a request for a Web page to a server, it 
may be for static content or dynamic content. Either way, 
the programming code may let the Web server handle the 
request, and may intercept the response before it is sent 
to the client. 

If the response does not have an HTTP status code of 200 
(OK) or does not have a Content-Type header with the 
value of "textlhtml" it may cease processing. 

It may retrieve values for the following headers from the 
client: 

Accept -Charset 
Accept-Language 
Cookie 
User-Agent 
It may retrieve values for the following headers from the 

response: 
Content-Encoding 
Set-Cookie 
If the response is already compressed, as indicated by a 

value such as "gzip" or "deflate" in the Content-Encod
ing header, the response may be decompressed. 

It then may process the decompressed response. 
If, during processing, it encounters an addressed data indi

cator that is to be collocated or combined, it may request 
the resource on behalf of the client by passing the fol
lowing headers: 

Accept (Set to */*) 
Accept-Encoding (Set to gzip, deflate) 
Accept -Charset (Set to the value retrieved from the Accept

Charset header from the client) 
Accept-Language (Set to the value retrieved from the 

Accept-Language header from the client) 
Cookie (If the request is being made to the same host the 

response was intercepted from, set to the value retrieved 
from the Cookie header from the client + the value 
retrieved from the Set -Cookie header from the response) 

Host (Set to the host the request is being sent to) 
Referer (Set to the URL of the response that was inter

cepted) 
User-Agent (Set to the value retrieved from the User-Agent 

header from the client) 
X-Forwarded-For (Set to the IP address the response that 

was intercepted is being sent to) 
If the value retrieved from the Accept-Encoding header 

from the client is "deflate" the new response may be 
compressed using deflate without the gzip wrapper (this 
may save 22 bytes per response). 
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If the value retrieved from the Accept-Encoding header 
from the client is "gzip" the new response may be com
pressed using deflate with the gzip wrapper. 

After processing is complete, it may clear the original 
response. It may send the new response to the client by 
passing the following headers: 

Content-Encoding (If the new response was compressed 
using deflate without the gzip wrapper, set to "deflate"; 
if the new response was compressed using deflate with 
the gzip wrapper, set to "gzip"; otherwise, this header is 10 

not set) 
Content-Type (Set to text/html) 
Set-Cookie (Set to the value of the Set-Cookieheaderin the 

original response, if applicable) 
The programming code may expect one of the following 15 

subsequent requests to come from the client for the 
consolidated inputs. The addressed data indicators may 
refer to resources that the Web server is not aware of. As 
such, rather than let the Web server handle the request, 
the programming code may handle the request. 20 

If the request is for ./CS.se{go} where % is the character 
sequence uniquely identifYing the consolidated input, but no 
electronic data object exists for that character sequence, the 
programming code may let the Web server handle the request, 
which may result in an HTTP status code of 404 (Not Found). 25 

If the value retrieved from the Accept-Encoding header 
from the client is "deflate" the electronic data object may 
be compressed using deflate without the gzip wrapper 
(this saves 22 bytes per response). 

32 
If the request is for ./IS.sc?{%} where% is the character 

sequence uniquely identifying the consolidated input, 
but no electronic data object exists for that character 
sequence, the programming code may let the Web server 
handle the request, which may result in an HTTP status 
code of 404 (Not Found). 

If the value retrieved from the Accept-Encoding header 
from the client is "deflate" the electronic data object may 
be compressed using deflate without the gzip wrapper 
(this may save 22 bytes per response). 

If the value retrieved from the Accept-Encoding header 
from the client is "gzip" the electronic data object may 
be compressed using deflate with the gzip wrapper. 

It may send the electronic data object to the client by 
passing the following headers: 

Content-Type (Set to the appropriate value for the image 
format [For example, GIF format is set to image/gif, 
JPEG format is set to image/jpeg, and PNG format is set 
to image/png]) 

Last-Modified (Set to now's date and time minus one day) 
Expires (Set to now's date and time plus one year) 
Cache-Control (Set to public, max-age=31536000) 
Content-Encoding (If the new response was compressed 

using deflate without the gzip wrapper, set to "deflate"; 
if the new response was compressed using deflate with 
the gzip wrapper, set to "gzip"; otherwise, this header is 
not set) 

More generally, embodiments may involve utilizing HTTP 
header information from at least one of said request or said 

If the value retrieved from the Accept-Encoding header 
from the client is "gzip" the electronic data object may 
be compressed using deflate with the gzip wrapper. 

It may send the electronic data object to the client by 
passing the following headers: 

30 response, such as by a HTTP header information utilizer 
(811) responsive to at least one of said client request or said 
server response. Utilizing HTTP header information may 
involve the step of utilizing at least one header selected from 
the group consisting of accept, accept-encoding, accept-char-

Content-Type (Set to text/css) 
Last-Modified (Set to now's date and time minus one day) 
Expires (Set to now's date and time plus one year) 
Cache-Control (Set to public, max-age=31536000) 
Content-Encoding (If the new response was compressed 

35 set, accept-language, cookie, host, referrer, user-agent, and 
x-forwarded-for, and the utilizer may be a utilizer utilizing 
these headers. 

using deflate without the gzip wrapper, set to "deflate"; 40 

if the new response was compressed using deflate with 
the gzip wrapper, set to "gzip"; otherwise, this header is 
not set) 

If the request is for ./JS.sc?{go} where% is the character 
sequence uniquely identifying the consolidated input, 45 

but no electronic data object exists for that character 
sequence, the programming code may let the Web server 
handle the request, which may result in an HTTP status 
code of 404 (Not Found). 

If the value retrieved from the Accept-Encoding header 50 

from the client is "deflate" the electronic data object may 
be compressed using deflate without the gzip wrapper 
(this may save 22 bytes per response). 

If the value retrieved from the Accept-Encoding header 
from the client is "gzip" the electronic data object may be 55 

compressed using deflate with the gzip wrapper. 
It may send the electronic data object to the client by 

passing the following headers: 
Content-Type (Set to text/javascript) 
Last-Modified (Set to now's date and time minus one day) 60 

Expires (Set to now's date and time plus one year) 
Cache-Control (Set to public, max-age=31536000) 
Content-Encoding (If the new response was compressed 

using deflate without the gzip wrapper, set to "deflate"; 
if the new response was compressed using deflate with 65 

the gzip wrapper, set to "gzip"; otherwise, this header is 
not set) 

More generally, intermediating further may involve clear
ing the response provided by the server and providing a modi
fied response to the client containing information related to 
the accessed combined electronic data object, such as with a 
server response clearer (812) and a modified response creator 
(813) responsive to information related to the accessed com
bined electronic data object. Such information may include 
header information relevant to the provision of at least some 
of said combined electronic data object to said client, includ-
ing perhaps a header selected from the group consisting of 
content-encoding, content-type, and set-cookie. 

More generally, intermediating further may involve receiv
ing at least one subsequent request from a client for at least 
some of the combined electronic data, such as by subsequent 
combined electronic data client request receiver (814). The 
subsequent may be a request for CSS data, and intermediating 
may involve delivering the requested CSS data from the com-
bined electronic data, such as by CSS data delivery system 
(815) responsive to said combined electronic data. Delivering 
may involve utilizing HTTP header information, such as by a 
HTTP header information utilizer (816), wherein the HTTP 
header information may include a header selected from the 
group consisting of content-type, last-modified, expires, 
cache-control, and content encoding, and the utilizer may be 
configured to utilize the same. 

More generally, a subsequent request may be a request for 
script data, and a combined electronic data client request 
receiver (814) may be a script data request receiver. Interme
diating further may involve delivering the requested script 
data from the combined electronic data, and an intermediary 
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(806) may be a requested script data delivery system respon
sive to combined electronic data. Delivering may comprise 
utilizing HTTP header information, such as with an HTTP 
header information utilizer (816), and the HTTP header infor
mation may include content-type, last-modified, expires, 
cache-control, and content encoding, with the utilizer being 
configured to utilize the same. 

More generally, a subsequent request may be a request for 
image data, and a combined electronic data client request 
receiver (814) may be an image data request receiver. Inter- 10 

mediating may involve delivering the requested image data 
from combined electronic data, and an intermediary (806) 
may be a requested image data delivery system responsive to 
combined electronic data. Delivering may comprise utilizing 
HTTP header information, such as with an HTTP header 15 

information utilizer (816), and the HTTP header information 
may include content-type, last-modified, expires, cache-con
trol, and content encoding, with the utilizer being configured 
to utilize the same. 

Embodiments may involve utilizing conventional infra- 20 

structure on at least one other side of an electronic data 
exchange transaction. Stated differently, self-containing 
implementation on one side of an electronic data exchange 
transaction may allow the rest of the electronic data exchange 
transaction to proceed using conventional infrastructure ele- 25 

ments. Accordingly, embodiments may include an electronic 
data exchange transaction opposed side conventional infra
structure utilization architecture. 
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that uniquely identifies a combined electronic data object 
associated to a combined electronic data indicator (819) and 
a processor responsive to HTTP header information (820). Of 
course, this example may be merely illustrative, and should 
not be construed to limit the underlying principles only 
server-client or HTML embodiments. 

Moreover, in various embodiments instructing may 
involve instructing a client from a server, and perhaps 
instructing the client only to request an electronic data object 
once. Accordingly, embodiments may include a client-server 
architecture including perhaps a client single request instruc-
tion processor (821). 

An example of instructing in one embodiment may be 
stated as follows: 

If an addressed electronic data indicator is sent in output 
similarto: ./CS.sc?{%} 

Where% is a character sequence that uniquely identifies an 
electronic data object, said client is instructed to only 
request the electronic data object once from the server, 
even if the same addressed electronic indicator is present 
in a subsequent output to the client. 

Those instructions may be sent by a server to a client by 
passing the following headers when the electronic data 
object is requested by the client: 

Last-Modified (Set to now's date and time minus one day) 
This header may instruct the client that the electronic data 

object has not been modified since exactly 24 hours ago. 
Expires (Set to now's date and time plus one year) 
This header may instruct the client that the electronic data 

object will not expire for one year, so it should not 
request the electronic data object again for one year. 

Cache-Control (Set to public, max-age=31536000) 
This header may instruct the client that the electronic data 

object will not expire for one year, so it should not 
request the electronic data object again for one year. 

Naturally, self-containing implementation on one side of 
an electronic data exchange transaction may be implemented 
on any suitable side of an electronic data exchange transac
tion, including perhaps implementing on a server side, imple-

Embodiments therefore may be seen to allow operating 
externally from a conventional infrastructure, not changing a 30 

conventional infrastructure, intercepting data from a conven
tional infrastructure, utilizing a conventional server-client 
architecture, intercepting requests from a client to a server, 
intercepting responses from a server to a client, installing 
software on a conventional server, utilizing a conventional 35 

Internet transmission protocol, utilizing TCP, utilizing a con
ventional Internet addressing protocol, utilizing IP, utilizing a 
conventional Internet file transfer protocol, utilizing FTP, 
utilizing a conventional Internet hypertext transfer protocol, 
utilizing HTTP, and utilizing a networked environment, and 
may include architectures supporting the same. 

40 menting on a client side, or implementing on an intermediary 
side of a transaction, with architectures suitable to support the 

Embodiments may involve instructing at least one coun
terpart side of an electronic data exchange transaction from 
the implementing side of the transaction. This may follow 
from the fact of self-containment of implementation on one 45 

side of the transaction; however, it may be understood that 
wherein implementation of the method may require steps at 
counterpart sides of the transaction, the counterpart partici
pants may receive instructions for carrying out such steps 
from the implementing participant to the transaction. Accord- 50 

ingly, embodiments may include an electronic data exchange 
transaction counterpart side instruction processor (817) at an 
implementing side of the architecture. 

For example, in a server-client architecture, where a com
bined electronic data object may be stored at a server, the 55 

server may instruct the client by providing information rel
evant to the creation of a combined electronic data indicator, 
such as may be associated to the combined electronic data 
object. Such information may include, for example, a char
acter sequence that uniquely identifies the combined elec- 60 

tronic object associated to the combined electronic data indi
cator, and may include HTTP header information, perhaps 
including a last-modified header, an expires header, and a 
cache-control header. Accordingly, embodiments may 
include a combined electronic data indicator creation infor- 65 

mation provision processor (818), which in various embodi
ments may be a processor responsive to a character sequence 

same. 
Now with reference primarily to FIG. 9, an electronic data 

indicator in various embodiments may be a pointer (901 ), and 
embodiments of the inventive technology may involve com
bining multiple pointers (901) into a single combined pointer, 
such as with a single combined pointer generator (902). Com
bining may be understood to involve taking individual objects 
or indicators and integrating them into a form having at least 
one unitary element. Pointers (901) may be described more 
generally elsewhere herein. 

Moreover, in various embodiments, an electronic data 
object (909) may be a file, and embodiments may involve 
pointing to at least one such file with a single combined 
pointer. For example, the single combined pointer may be in 
a Web page, or perhaps information on a client for loading a 
Web page, and embodiments may involve providing the file to 
the Web page using the single combined pointer. Accordingly, 
embodiments may have a single combined file pointer pro
cessor (903) responsive to a single combined pointer genera
tor (902), wherein the processor may be a Web page single 
combined file pointer processor, a Web page file provision 
processor, or the like. 

In various embodiments, providing a Web page may 
involve exchanging multiple requests and responses between 
a server (907) and a client (906), and combining multiple 
pointers (901) into a single combined pointer may involve 
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reducing the number of such requests and responses. This 
may follow, for example, from the fact that the single com
bined pointer may point to just one file, rather than multiple 
files stored at disparate locations. Accordingly, embodiments 
may involve a client-server multiple request and multiple 
response exchange architecture (905), and a single combined 
pointer generator (902) may be a request and response num
ber reducer (908). 
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least one of a first or second electronic storage medium 
(11 01 ), where such eliminator may be a javascript redundant 
executable script eliminator. 

An example of eliminating redundant executable script in 
one embodiment may be stated as follows: 

In various embodiments, requests and responses may 
include HTTP header information, and embodiments may 10 

involve reducing the amount of such HTTP header informa
tion by utilizing a single combined pointer to reduce the 
number of such headers utilized. Reducing may involve 
eliminating at least 221 bytes per eliminated request header 
and eliminating at least 126 bytes per eliminated response 15 

header in various embodiments. 

An inline script may look as follows: 
<script type="text/javascript"> 

alert(' Hello World!'); 
</script> 
In this case, the script element may be changed in output to 

a function call referencing a variable declared in com
bined input: <script type="text/javascript">eval(% );</ 
script> 

Where % is a unique character sequence. 
The following variable declaration may be collocated to 

the combined input: var %='$'; Moreover, combining multiple pointers may involve elimi
nating up to 500 bytes from the output, and a single combined 
pointer generator may be an up to 500 byte output elimination 
generator. 20 

Now with reference primarily to FIG. 10, an electronic data 
object in various embodiments may be a file (1001), and 
embodiments of the inventive technology may involve com
bining multiple files (1001) into a single combined file 
(1002), such as with a single combined file generator (1003). 25 

Combining may be understood to involve taking individual 
objects or indicators and integrating them into a form having 

Where % is said unique character sequence, and $ is the 
data inside the script element. For this to evaluate to 
proper JavaScript, occurrences in the data inside the 
script element of the "\" character may have to be 
replaced with "\\", occurrences in the data inside the 
script element of the "'" character may have to be 
replaced with "\'", occurrences in said data inside the 
script element of the "\n" line feed character may have to 
be replaced with "\n\", and occurrences in the data inside 
the script elemenfOf the "\r" carriage return character 
may have to be replaced with "\r\". at least one unitary element. Files (1001) may be described 

more generally elsewhere herein. 
Moreover, in various embodiments, an electronic data indi

cat or (1 005) may be a pointer, and embodiments may involve 
identifying a single combined file with a pointer, such as with 
a single combined file indication processor (1004). For 
example, the single combined file may be at a single com
bined file hosted on a server (1006), and embodiments may 
involve providing the file from the server to a client using a 
single combined pointer, for example for the loading of a Web 
page. Accordingly, embodiments may have a single com
bined file indication processor (1004) responsive to an elec
tronic data indicator (1005), wherein the processor may be a 
file server provision processor (1007), and the file may be a 
server hosted file, such as a server hosted single combined 
file. 

Moreover, in various embodiments combining files may 
result in size savings relative to the size of the uncombined 
files. For example embodiments may involve combining mul
tiple files into a single combined file having a size of up to 
52.3% less than the multiple files, combining multiple CSS 
files into a single combined CSS file having a size of up to 
35.5% less than the multiple CSS files, combining multiple 
script files into a single combined script file having a size of 
up to 16.9% less than the multiple script files, combining 
multiple image files into a single combined image file having 
a size of up to 34.8% less than the multiple image files. 
Accordingly, embodiments may include single combined file 
generators comprising reduced file size generators corre
sponding to the same. 

Now with reference primarily to FIG. 11, embodiments of 
the inventive technology may involve eliminating redundant 
executable script from at least one of a first location or a 
second location. Eliminating redundant executable script 
may be understood to include removing script from program
ming code that may substantially duplicate, either in structure 
or function, script that already exists elsewhere in such pro
gramming code. In various embodiments such executable 
script may be javascript. Accordingly, embodiments may 
include a redundant executable script eliminator (1102) at at 

More generally, embodiments may involve replacing pro-
30 gramming code in-line script with a function call referencing 

a variable declared elsewhere in the progrming code. 
Accordingly, embodiments may include a progrming 

code in-line script replacer (1103) responsive to a function 
call (1104) referencing a variable declared elsewhere in the 

35 programming code. 
Some embodiments may involve providing a script on one 

page of a multiple page Web site, providing a function call on 
at least one other page of the multiple page Web site, and 
associating the function call to the script. In this application, 

40 the function call may serve to take the place of placing script 
on the other pages of the multiple-page Web site, and it may 
be seen that redundant executable script may be eliminated. 
Accordingly, embodiments may include a first page script 
provider (1105) responsive to a multiple page Web site, a 

45 function call provider (1106) responsive to at least one other 
page of a multiple page Web site, and an association processor 
(1107) responsive to the script provider (1105) and the func
tion call provider (1106). 

Of course, eliminating redundant executable script in vari-
50 ous embodiments may result in certain efficiencies. For 

example, replacing in-line script and providing a function call 
in various embodiments may involve saving up to 2048 bytes. 
Accordingly, embodiments may involve an up to 2048 bytes 
replacer. Embodiments further may include an electronic data 

55 transmitter (1108). 
Now with reference primarily to FIG. 12, transmitting 

electronic data in various embodiments may involve reducing 
transmission overhead. Transmission overhead generally 
may be understood to include the infrastructure required to 

60 support transmitting electronic data, such as in an electronic 
data exchange transaction. In various embodiments, for 
example reducing transmission overhead may involve reduc
ing storage locations for electronic data, reducing a number of 
electronic data objects, recuing a number of electronic data 

65 indicators, reducing a number of electronic data exchange 
transactions, reducing a required electronic data transmission 
bandwidth, and the like. 
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Accordingly, embodiments may include an electronic data 
transmitter (1201) and a transmission overhead reducer 
(1202), which in various embodiments may include an elec
tronic data storage location reducer, an electronic data object 
number reducer, an electronic data indicator number reducer, 
an electronic data exchange transaction number reducer, a 
required electronic data transmission bandwidth reducer, and 
the like. 

38 
as elsewhere described herein. Accordingly, embodiments 
may include an electronic data exchange transaction interme
diary (1306) and a transmission effective compression 
achievement processor (1307). 

Now with reference primarily to FIG. 14, embodiments 
may involve automatically minifYing at least some program
ming code, such as by an automated programming code mini
fier (1401). Automatically minifying may involve executing 
with general applicability, which may be understood to Moreover, in some embodiments reducing transmission 

overhead may result in achieving effective compression, per
haps as described elsewhere herein, a transmission overhead 
reducer (1202) may be an effective compression achievement 
processor (1203). 

10 involve accepting any supported programming code gener
ally and providing the automated minification capability. 
Accordingly, an automated programming code minifier 
(1401) in various embodiments may be a generally applicable 

Examples of reducing transmission overhead may include 
reducing HTTP header information, such as perhaps by the 15 

use of combined electronic data objects and combined elec
tronic data indicators, and reducing HTML tag information, 
such as perhaps by reducing the number oflocations that may 

execution automated programming code minifer. 
In various embodiments, automatically minifYing may 

involve automatically minifYing on a first request for given 
programming code and storing the automatically minified 
programming code for subsequent requests for such program
ming code. In this manner, certain efficiencies may be be specified by HTML tags. Accordingly, in various embodi

ments an electronic data transmitter (1201) may be a reduced 
HTTP header information transmitter, a reduced HTML tag 
information transmitter, or the like. 

20 achieved by avoiding unnecessarily repetitive minification of 
programming code. Accordingly, embodiments may include 
a first request automated progrming code minification pro
cessor (1402) and a subsequent request automatically mini-Now with reference primarily to FIG. 13, embodiments 

may involve adding various methods described herein to an 
electronic communications network (1301). The term adding 25 

may be understood as including the given method in the 
operation of such a network, perhaps as by complementing 
such operation, supplementing such operation, or the like. 
Accordingly, embodiments may include an electronic com
munications network interface (1302). 

fied programming code storage processor (1403). 
Now with reference primarily to FIG. 15, combining in 

various embodiments may involve executing programming 
code, such as with a progrming code execution processor 
(1505) of a combiner (1501 ). 

A first example of executing progrming code may be 
30 stated as follows: 

In some embodiments, adding may involve adding as a 
separable component (1303). A separable component (1303) 
may be understood to include a component that may be 
readily separated from the network. Examples may include a 
modular component, an interchangeable component, or the 35 

like. Stated differently, adding as a separable component may 
involve adding the subject method in such a manner that it 
does not become an integral part of the network itself, but 
rather operates alongside of the network, in conjunction with 
network, or the like. 40 

Embodiments also may involve adding as a black box 
(1304). A black box (1304) may be understood to include 
devices, systems, objects, or the like which may be viewed 
solely in terms of their input, output, and transfer character
istics, without requiring knowledge or awareness of their 45 

internal workings. Stated differently, adding as a black box 
may involve adding an element to a network that creates an 
additional functionality for the network, requiring only input 
and output to and from the network, and not requiring the 
network to be aware of the internal operations of the black 50 

box. 
Embodiments may involve adding a method by plugging 

and playing, as by adding a plug and play component (1305). 
The term plugging and playing may be understood to include 
adding to a network without requiring special technical sup- 55 

port from the network, such as special connections, special 
hardware, special software, or the like. Stated differently, 
adding by plugging and playing may involve simply making 
a standard connection, interface, or the like between the plug 
and play component (1305) and the network, and realizing the 60 

functionality of the plug and play component (1305). 
Moreover, in various embodiments adding may involve 

adding as hardware, software, adding at a server, adding at a 
client, adding as an intermediary, and the like, including 
perhaps any combination of the foregoing. Adding a method 65 

as herein described also may involve achieving effective com
pression of a step of transmitting electronic data, perhaps also 

For a first case, an HTML element with the name "script" 
may look as follows: 

<script type="text/javascript" src="script.js"></script> 
If the value for the "src" attribute refers to a resource that 

can be read, the script element may be changed in output 
to: 

<script type="text/javascript">eval(% );</script> 
Where % is a unique character sequence. 
The following may be collocated to consolidated input: 
var%='$'; 
Where % is a unique character sequence, and $ is the data 

read from the value of the "src" attribute. For this to 
evaluate to proper JavaScript, occurrences in data read 
from the value for the "src" attribute of the"\" character 
may need to be replaced with"\\", occurrences in data 
read from the value for the "src" attribute of the "'" 
character may need to be replaced with"\'", occurrences 
in data read from the value for the "src" attribute of the 
"\n" line feed character may need to be replaced with 
"\n\", and occurrences in data read from the value for the 
"src" attribute of the "\r" carriage return character may 
need be replaced with "\r\". 

For a second case, an HTML element with the name 
"script" may look as follows: 

<script type="text/javascript"> 
alert(' Hello World!'); 

</script> 
In this case, the script element may be changed in output to: 
<script type="text/javascript">eval(% );</script> 
Where % may be a unique character sequence. 
The following may be collocated to consolidated input: 
var%='$'; 
Where % is a unique character sequence, and $ is the data 

inside the script element. For this to evaluate to proper 
JavaScript, occurrences in data inside the script element 
of the "\" character may need to be replaced with "\ \", 
occurrences in said data inside the script element of 
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the ""' character may need to be replaced with "\"', 
occurrences in said data inside the script element of 
the "\n" line feed character may need to be replaced with 
"\n\", and occurrences in said data inside the script ele
ment of the "\r" carriage return character may need to be 
replaced with "\r\". 

For a third case, two HTML elements with the name "img" 
may look like this: 

<img src="image1.jpg" /> 
<img src="image2.jpg" /> 
For each element, if the value for the "src" attribute refers 

10 

to a resource that can be read, the data read from the 
value of the src attribute is collocated to a combined 
input, and the img element may be changed in output to: 

15 
<img src="./IS.sc ?{%1 }" style="background: 

url(IIS.sc ?{%2} )%3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc ?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
Where %1 is a unique character sequence that identifies a 20 

clear GIF image 1 pixel wide by 1 pixel high, %2 is a 
character sequence that uniquely identifies the elec
tronic data object at the first location, %3 is the X coor
dinate of that image in the combined input, and %4 is the 
Y coordinate of the image in the consolidated input. 25 

A second example of executing programming code may be 
stated as follows: 

For a first case, an HTML element with the name "link" 
may look as follows: 

<link href="style.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" /> 30 

If the value for the "href' attribute refers to a resource that 
can be read, the entire link element may be removed 
from the output, and the data read from the value for the 
"href' attribute may be combined in the consolidated 
input. 35 

For a second case, an HTML element with the name "style" 
may look as follows: 

<style type="text/css"> 
body { 

font-family: Verdana; 40 

} 
</style> 
The entire style element may be removed from the output, 

and the data inside the style element may be combined in 
consolidated input. 45 

A third example of executing progrming code may be 
stated as follows: 

For a first case, an input may contain one or more HTML 
elements with the name "link," each referring to a different 
location of electronic data objects: 50 

<link href="style1.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" 
I> 

<link href="style2.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/ 
css" /> 

Where style1.css is the location of one electronic data 55 

object and style2.css is the location of a second elec
tronic data object. 

For each element, if the value for the "href' attribute refers 
to a resource that can be read, the entire link element may 
be removed from output, and the data read from the 60 

value for the "href' attribute may be combined in con
solidated input. 

The consolidated input may be stored as an electronic data 
object at a first location. 

At the first location, a character sequence may be generated 65 

that uniquely identifies the electronic data object at the 
first location. 

40 
At the first location, the character sequence may be asso

ciated to the electronic data object at the first location. 
At the first location, use the character sequence to address 

an electronic data indicator at a second location to the 
electronic data object at the first location by adding the 
following to output: 

<link href="./CS.sc?{% }" rel="stylesheet" type="text/ 
css" /> 

Where% is said character sequence that uniquely identifies 
said electronic data object at said first location. 

In summary, two locations of electronic data objects: 
<link href="style1.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" 

I> 
<link href="style2.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" 

I> 
... are replaced with one location of an electronic data 

object: 
<link href="./CS.sc?{% }" rel="stylesheet" type="text/ 

css" /> 
For a second case, input may contain one or more HTML 

elements with the name "script," each referring to a 
different location of electronic data objects: 

<script type="text/javascript" src="scriptl.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="script2.js"></script> 
Where scriptl.js is the location of one electronic data 

object and script2.js is the location of a second electronic 
data object. 

For each element, if the value for the "src" attribute refers 
to a resource that can be read, the data read from the 
value of the src attribute may be combined to consoli
dated input. 

The consolidated input may be stored as an electronic data 
object at a first location. 

At the first location, a character sequence is generated that 
uniquely identifies the electronic data object at the first 
location. 

At the first location, said character sequence is associated 
to the electronic data object at the first location. 

At the first location, use the character sequence to address 
the electronic data indicator at the second location to the 
electronic data object at said first location by adding the 
following to said output: 

<script type="text/javascript" src=" ./JS.sc? {% }"></ 
script> 

Where% is said character sequence that uniquely identifies 
said electronic data object at said first location. 

In summary, two locations of said electronic data objects: 
<script type="text/javascript" src="scriptl.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="script2.js"></script> 
... are replaced with one location of said electronic data 

object: 
<script type="text/javascript" src=" ./JS.sc? {% }"></ 

script> 
For a third case, input may contain one or more HTML 

elements with the name "img," each referring to a dif
ferent location of electronic data objects: 

<img src="image1.jpg" /> 
<img src="image2.jpg" /> 
Where image1.jpg is the location of one electronic data 

object and image2.jpg is the location of a second elec
tronic data object. 

For each element, if the value for the "src" attribute refers 
to a resource that can be read, the data read from the 
value of the src attribute may be collocated to input. 

The combined input may be stored as an electronic data 
object at a first location. 
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At the first location, a character sequence is generated that 
uniquely identifies the electronic data object at the first 
location. 

At the first location, the character sequence is associated to 
the electronic data object at said first location. 

At the first location, use said character sequence to address 
an electronic data indicator at the second location to the 
electronic data object at the first location by changing: 

<img src="image1.jpg" /> 
... to: 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" 

(IIS.sc?{%2} %3px %4px;" /> 
... and by changing: 
<img src="image2.jpg" /> 
... to: 

10 
style="background:url 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 15 

(IIS.sc?{%2} %3px %4px;" /> 
Where %1 is a character sequence that uniquely identifies 

an electronic data object at the first location that is a 1 
pixel wide by 1 pixel high transparent GIF image, %2 is 
the character sequence that uniquely identifies the elec- 20 

tronic data object at the first location, %3 is the X coor
dinate of the image in said electronic data object, and %4 
is theY coordinate of the image in the electronic data 
object. 

And where %1 and %2 are the same for each img element. 25 
In s=ary, two locations of said electronic data objects: 
<img src="image1.jpg" /> 
<img src="image2.jpg" /> 
... are replaced with one location of said electronic data 

object: 
30 <img src="./IS.sc?{% 1 }" style="background:url 

(ITS.sc?{%2} %3px% 4px;" /> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{% 1 }" style="background:url 

(ITS.sc?{%2} %3px% 4px;" /> 
A fourth example of executing programming code may be 

stated as follows: 35 

According to https:/ /developers.google.com/speed/ar
ticles/web-metrics, a Web page refers to an average of 
39.7 locations of said electronic data objects (3.22 
styles, 7.09 scripts, and 29.39 images) via an average of 
39.7 said electronic indicators. 40 

Without this method, the input would contain 3.22 elec
tronic indicators for styles: 

<link href="style1.css" rei=" style sheet" type="text/ 
css" /> 

<link href="style2.css" rei=" style sheet" type="text/ 45 

css" /> 
<link href="style3.css" rei=" style sheet" type="text/ 

css" /> 
With this method, those three inputs can be combined, so 

they are removed from said output, combined in said 50 

consolidated input, and the following electronic indica-
tor is added to said output: 

<link href="./CS.sc?{% }" rel="stylesheet" type="text/ 
css" /> 

Where% is said character sequence that uniquely identifies 55 

said electronic data object at said first location. 
In s=ary, three locations of said electronic indicators: 
<link href="style1.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/ 

css" /> 
<link href="style2.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/ 60 

css" /> 
<link href="style3.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/ 

css" /> 
... Are replaced with one location of said electronic indi-

cator: 65 

<link href="./CS.sc?{% }" rel="stylesheet" type="text/ 
css" /> 

42 
Without this method, the input would contain 7.09 elec-

tronic indicators for scripts: 
<script type="text/javascript" src="scriptl.js"></script> 
<script type="text/j avascript" src="script2.js"></script> 
<script type="text/j avascript" src="script3.js"></script> 
<script type="text/j avascript" src="script4.js"></script> 
<script type="text/j avascript" src="script5.js"></script> 
<script type="text/j avascript" src="script6.js"></script> 
<script type="text/j avascript" src="script7.js"></script> 
With this method, those seven inputs can be collocated, so 

they are mostly removed from said output and collocated 
to said consolidated input, and the following electronic 
indicator is added to said output: 

<script type="text/javascript" href=" ./JS.sc? {% }"></ 
script> 

Where% is said character sequence that uniquely identifies 
said electronic data object at said first location. 

In summary, seven locations of said electronic indicators: 
<script type="text/javascript" src="scriptl.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="script2.js"></script> 
<script type="text/j avascript" src="script3.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="script4.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="script5 .j s"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="script6.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="script7 .j s"></script> 
... Are replaced with one location of said electronic indi-

cator: 
<script type="text/javascript" href=" ./JS.sc? {% }"></ 

script> 
Without this method, the input would contain 29.39 elec-

tronic indicators for images: 
<img src="image1.jpg" /> 
<img src="image2.jpg" /> 
<img src="image3.jpg" /> 
<img src="image4.jpg" /> 
<img src="image5.jpg" /> 
<img src="image6.jpg" /> 
<img src="image7 .jpg" /> 
<img src="image8.jpg" /> 
<img src="image9.jpg" /> 
<img src="image10.jpg" /> 
<img src="image11.jp g" /> 
<img src="image12.jpg" /> 
<img src="image13.jpg" /> 
<img src="image14.jpg" /> 
<img src="image15.jpg" /> 
<img src="image16.jpg" /> 
<img src="image17.jpg" /> 
<img src="image18.jpg" /> 
<img src="image19.jpg" /> 
<img src="image20.jpg" /> 
<img src="image21.jpg" /> 
<img src="image22.jpg" /> 
<img src="image23.jpg" /> 
<img src="image24.jpg" /> 
<img src="image25.jpg" /> 
<img src="image26.jpg" /> 
<img src="image27.jpg" /> 
<img src="image28.jpg" /> 
<img src="image29.jpg" /> 
With this method, those twenty-nine inputs can be collo

cated, so they are mostly removed from said output and 
collocated to said consolidated input, and their elec
tronic indicators changed to the following in said output: 
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<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background: 
url(IIS.sc ?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/>\ 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 10 

<img src="./IS.sc ?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 15 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 20 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 25 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 30 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 35 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 40 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 45 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url(./ 

IS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 50 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 55 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
Where %1 is a character sequence that uniquely identifies 

an electronic data object at a first location that is a 1 pixel 60 

wide by 1 pixel high transparent GIF image, %2 is a 
character sequence that uniquely identifies said elec
tronic data object at a first location, %3 is the X coordi
nate of the image in the electronic data object, and %4 is 
the Y coordinate of the image in the electronic data 65 

object. 
And where %1 and %2 are the same for each img element. 

44 
In s=ary, twenty-nine locations of said electronic indi-

cators: 
<img src="image1.jpg" /> 
<img src="image2.jpg" /> 
<img src="image3.jpg" /> 
<img src="image4.jpg" /> 
<img src="image5.jpg" /> 
<img src="image6.jpg" /> 
<img src="image7 .jpg" /> 
<img src="image8.jpg" /> 
<img src="image9.jpg" /> 
<img src="image10.jpg" /> 
<img src="image 11.jpg" /> 
<img src="image12.jpg" /> 
<img src="image13.jpg" /> 
<img src="image14.jpg" /> 
<img src="image15.jpg" /> 
<img src="image16.jpg" /> 
<img src="image17.jpg" /> 
<img src="image18.jpg" /> 
<img src="image19.jpg" /> 
<img src="image20.jpg" /> 
<img src="image21.jpg" /> 
<img src="image22.jpg" /> 
<img src="image23.jpg" /> 
<img src="image24.jpg" /> 
<img src="image25.jpg" /> 
<img src="image26.jpg" /> 
<img src="image27.jpg" /> 
<img src="image28.jpg" /> 
<img src="image29.jpg" /> 
... Are replaced with one location of said electronic indi

cator: 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/>\ 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
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<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

46 
When the following input is encountered: 
<script type="text/javascript"> 

alert(' Hello World!'); 
</script> 
... The data inside the script element may be contiguously 

combined in the consolidated Javascript input as: 
var%='$'; 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 10 

Where % is said unique character sequence, and $ is the 
data inside the script element. For this to evaluate to 
proper JavaScript, occurrences in data inside the script 
element of the "\" character may need to be replaced 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 
15 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 

with"\\", occurrences in data inside the script element of 
the ""' character may need to be replaced with "\"', 
occurrences in data inside the script element of the "\n" 
line feed character may need to be replaced with "\n\", 
and occurrences in data inside the script element ofThe 
"\r" carriage return character may need to be replaced 
with "\r\". 

By doing this sequentially, the second location may exhibit 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 20 the same behavior as if the input was not consolidated. 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
<img src="./IS.sc?{%1 }" style="background:url 

(IIS.sc?{%2}) %3px %4px no-repeat;"/> 
A fifth example of executing programming code may be 

stated as follows: 
When the following input is encountered: 
<link href=" style.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"/> 
... If the value for the "href' attribute refers to a resource 

that can be read, the data read from the value of the href 
attribute may be contiguously combined in the consoli
dated CSS input. By doing this sequentially, said second 
location may exhibit the same behavior as if the input 
was not consolidated. 

When the following input is encountered: 
<style type="text/css"> 

body { 
font-family: Verdana; 

} 
</style> 

25 

When the following input is encountered: 
<img src="image.jpg" /> 
... If the value for the "src" attribute refers to a resource 

that can be read, the data read from the value of the src 
attribute may be hierarchically combined in the consoli
dated image input. 

More generally, embodiments may involve substituting at 
least one preexisting programming code element referring to 
uncombined electronic data with at least one substituted pro-

30 gramming code element referring to combined electronic 
data. Accordingly, embodiments may include a preexisting 
programming code element removal processor (1506) 
responsive to an uncombined electronic data reference (1507) 
and a substituted progrming code element substitution 

35 processor (1508) responsive to a combined electronic data 
reference (1509). In various embodiments, a preexisting pro
gramming code element may include an HTML attribute 
referring to a resource that can be read, and the substituted 
programming code element may be a unique character 

40 sequence identifying the resource as part of the combined 
electronic data. Embodiments further may involve retrieving 
a resource from a location other than the location of the 
combined electronic data. Accordingly, embodiments may ... The data inside the style element may be contiguously 

combined in the consolidated CSS input. By doing this 
sequentially, the second location may exhibit the same 45 

behavior as if the input was not consolidated. 

include a combined electronic data resource retrieval proces
sor (1510). 

More generally, embodiments may involve removing a 
preexisting programming code element and incorporating a 
value for said preexisting programming code element into 
combined electronic data. Accordingly, embodiments may 

When the following input is encountered: 
<script type="text/javascript" src="script.js"></script> 
... If the value for the "src" attribute refers to a resource 

that can be read, the data read from the value of the src 
attribute may be contiguously combined in the consoli
dated Javascript input as: 

var %='$'; 
Where % is said unique character sequence, and $ is the 

data read from the value of the "src" attribute. For this to 
evaluate to proper JavaScript, occurrences in data read 
from the value for the "src" attribute of the"\" character 
may need to be replaced with"\\", occurrences in data 
read from the value for the "src" attribute of the ""' 
character may need to be replaced with"\"', occurrences 
in data read from the value for the "src" attribute of the 
"\n" line feed character may need to be replaced with " 
\n\", and occurrences in data read from the value for the 
"src" attribute of the "\r" carriage return character may 
need to be replaced with "\r\". 

By doing this sequentially, the second location may exhibit 
the same behavior as if the input was not consolidated. 

50 include a preexisting programming code element removal 
processor (1511) and a preexisting progrming code ele
ment value incorporation processor (1512) responsive to said 
combined electronic data. Moreover, a preexisting program
ming code element in various embodiments may be an HTML 

55 attribute referring to a resource that can be read. Embodi
ments further may involve avoiding requiring an initial 
request for said resource. Accordingly, embodiments may 
include an initial request avoidance processor (1513). 

Additionally, in various embodiments, combining may 
60 comprise collocating with a collector. 

Embodiments also may involve retaining individual 
attributes of each combined element. This may include sepa
rately utilizing at least one such constituent element, perhaps 
such as utilizing at least one electronic data object individu-

65 ally. Utilizing further may involve retrieving an individual 
file. Accordingly, embodiments may include a combiner 
(1501), a constituent element separate utilization processor 
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(1502), an individual electronic data object utilization pro
cessor (1503), and an individual file retrieval processor 
(1504). 

Now with reference to FIGS. 1-19, various steps of trans
mitting electronic data described herein may involve utilizing 
conventional network transmission elements. Such elements 
should be understood to include, but not be limited to TCP/IP, 
FTP, HTTP, client-server architectures, the World Wide Web, 
networked environments, wire line elements, wireless ele
ments, mobile computing devices, and the like. Consistent 10 

with the principles described herein, the inventive technology 
may be capable of use with and may involve using an unal
tered transmission protocol, including but not limited to using 
unaltered TCP, using an unaltered addressing protocol, 
including but limited to using unaltered IP, using an unaltered 15 

hypertext protocol, including but not limited to using an unal
tered HTTP, using an unaltered file transfer protocol, includ
ing but not limited to using unaltered FTP, and the like. 

With further reference to FIGS. 1-19, the methods and 
apparatus described herein naturally may be implemented 20 

with any suitable hardware, software, hardware objects, soft
ware objects, servers, clients, intermediaries, or the like. 

With further reference to FIGS. 1-19, as used herein 
throughout, the term automated and its associated construc
tions may be understood to include having the capability of 25 

operating independently, perhaps such as without substantial 
human intervention or supervision. 

With further reference to FIGS. 1-19, the methods and 
apparatus described herein may have particular suitability to 
loading ofWeb pages among servers and clients, wherein the 30 

client may have pointers pointing to information required for 
the Web page on the server, but of course may be more 
generally applicable to any suitable storage and transmission 

48 
It should also be understood that a variety of changes may 

be made without departing from the essence of the inventive 
technology. Such changes are also implicitly included in the 
description. They still fall within the scope of this inventive 
technology. A broad disclosure encompassing both the 
explicit embodiment(s) shown, the great variety of implicit 
alternative embodiments, and the broad methods or processes 
and the like are encompassed by this disclosure and may be 
relied upon when drafting the claims for any subsequent 
patent application. It should be understood that such language 
changes and broader or more detailed claiming may be 
accomplished at a later date (such as by any required dead
line) or in the event the applicant subsequently seeks a patent 
filing based on this filing. With this understanding, the reader 
should be aware that this disclosure is to be understood to 
support any subsequently filed patent application that may 
seek examination of as broad a base of claims as deemed 
within the applicant's right and may be designed to yield a 
patent covering numerous aspects of the inventive technology 
both independently and as an overall system. 

Further, each of the various elements of the inventive tech
nology and claims may also be achieved in a variety of man
ners. Additionally, when used or implied, an element is to be 
understood as encompassing individual as well as plural 
structures that may or may not be physically connected. This 
disclosure should be understood to encompass each such 
variation, be it a variation of an embodiment of any apparatus 
embodiment, a method or process embodiment, or even 
merely a variation of any element of these. Particularly, it 
should be understood that as the disclosure relates to elements 
of the inventive technology, the words for each element may 
be expressed by equivalent apparatus terms or method 
terms-even if only the function or result is the same. Such 
equivalent, broader, or even more generic terms should be of electronic data, and should not be construed to be limited 

simply to World Wide Web architectures. 35 considered to be encompassed in the description of each 
element or action. Such terms can be substituted where As can be easily understood from the foregoing, the basic 

concepts of the present inventive technology may be embod
ied in a variety of ways. It involves both electronic data 
storage and transmission techniques as well as devices to 
accomplish the appropriate electronic data storage and trans- 40 

mission. In this application, the electronic data storage and 
transmission techniques are disclosed as part of the results 
shown to be achieved by the various devices described and as 
steps which are inherent to utilization. They are simply the 
natural result of utilizing the devices as intended and 45 

described. In addition, while some devices are disclosed, it 
should be understood that these not only accomplish certain 
methods but also can be varied in a number of ways. Impor
tantly, as to all of the foregoing, all of these facets should be 
understood to be encompassed by this disclosure. 

desired to make explicit the implicitly broad coverage to 
which this inventive technology is entitled. As but one 
example, it should be understood that all actions may be 
expressed as a means for taking that action or as an element 
which causes that action. Similarly, each physical element 
disclosed should be understood to encompass a disclosure of 
the action which that physical element facilitates. Regarding 
this last aspect, as but one example, the disclosure of a "trans
mitter" should be understood to encompass disclosure of the 
act of"transmitting" -whether explicitly discussed or not-
and, conversely, were there effectively disclosure of the act of 
"transmitting", such a disclosure should be understood to 
encompass disclosure of a "transmitter" and even a "means 

The discussion included in this patent application is 
intended to serve as a basic description. The reader should be 
aware that the specific discussion may not explicitly describe 

50 for transmitting" Such changes and alternative terms are to be 
understood to be explicitly included in the description. Fur
ther, each such means (whether explicitly so described or not) 
should be understood as encompassing all elements that can 

all embodiments possible; many alternatives are implicit. It 
also may not fully explain the generic nature of the inventive 55 

technology and may not explicitly show how each feature or 
element can actually be representative of a broader function 
or of a great variety of alternative or equivalent elements. 
Again, these are implicitly included in this disclosure. Where 
the inventive technology is described in device-oriented ter- 60 

minology, each element of the device implicitly performs a 
function. Apparatus claims may not only be included for the 
device described, but also method or process claims may be 
included to address the functions the inventive technology 
and each element performs. Neither the description nor the 65 

terminology is intended to limit the scope of the claims that 
will be included in any subsequent patent application. 

perform the given function, and all descriptions of elements 
that perform a described function should be understood as a 
non-limiting example of means for performing that function. 

Any patents, publications, or other references mentioned in 
this application for patent are hereby incorporated by refer
ence. Any priority case(s) claimed by this application is 
hereby appended and hereby incorporated by reference. In 
addition, as to each term used it should be understood that 
unless its utilization in this application is inconsistent with a 
broadly supporting interpretation, common dictionary defi
nitions should be understood as incorporated for each term 
and all definitions, alternative terms, and synonyms such as 
contained in the Random House Webster's Unabridged Dic-
tionary, second edition are hereby incorporated by reference. 
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Finally, all references listed in the list of References To Be 
Incorporated By Reference or other information statement 
filed with the application are hereby appended and hereby 
incorporated by reference, however, as to each of the above, to 
the extent that such information or statements incorporated 
by reference might be considered inconsistent with the pat
enting of this/these inventive technology(s) such statements 
are expressly not to be considered as made by the applicant(s ). 

Thus, the applicant(s) should be understood to have sup
port to claim and make a statement of invention to at least: i) 10 

each of the electronic data storage and transmission devices 
as herein disclosed and described, ii) the related methods 
disclosed and described, iii) similar, equivalent, and even 
implicit variations of each of these devices and methods, iv) 

15 
those alternative designs which accomplish each of the func
tions shown as are disclosed and described, v) those alterna
tive designs and methods which accomplish each of the func
tions shown as are implicit to accomplish that which is 
disclosed and described, vi) each feature, component, and 20 

step shown as separate and independent inventions, vii) the 
applications enhanced by the various systems or components 
disclosed, viii) the resulting products produced by such sys
tems or components, ix) each system, method, and element 
shown or described as now applied to any specific field or 25 

devices mentioned, x) methods and apparatuses substantially 
as described hereinbefore and with reference to any of the 
accompanying examples, xi) an apparatus for performing the 
methods described herein comprising means for performing 
the steps, xii) the various combinations and permutations of 30 

each of the elements disclosed, xiii) each potentially depen
dent claim or concept as a dependency on each and every one 
of the independent claims or concepts presented, and xiv) all 
inventions described herein. 

In addition and as to computer aspects and each aspect 35 

amenable to programming or other electronic automation, the 
applicant(s) should be understood to have support to claim 
and make a statement of invention to at least: xv) processes 
performed with the aid of or on a computer, machine, or 
computing machine as described throughout the above dis- 40 

cussion, xvi) a programmable apparatus as described 
throughout the above discussion, xvii) a computer readable 
memory encoded with data to direct a computer comprising 
means or elements which function as described throughout 
the above discussion, xviii) a computer, machine, or comput- 45 

ing machine configured as herein disclosed and described, 
xix) individual or combined subroutines and programs as 
herein disclosed and described, xx) a carrier medium carrying 
computer readable code for control of a computer to carry out 
separately each and every individual and combined method 50 

described herein or in any claim, xxi) a computer program to 
perform separately each and every individual and combined 
method disclosed, xxii) a computer program containing all 
and each combination of means for performing each and 
every individual and combined step disclosed, xxiii) a storage 55 

medium storing each computer program disclosed, xxiv) a 
signal carrying a computer program disclosed, xxv) the 
related methods disclosed and described, xxvi) similar, 
equivalent, and even implicit variations of each of these sys
tems and methods, xxvii) those alternative designs which 60 

accomplish each of the functions shown as are disclosed and 
described, xxviii) those alternative designs and methods 
which accomplish each of the functions shown as are implicit 
to accomplish that which is disclosed and described, xxix) 
each feature, component, and step shown as separate and 65 

independent inventions, and xxx) the various combinations 
and permutations of each of the above. 

50 
With regard to claims whether now or later presented for 

examination, it should be understood that for practical rea
sons and so as to avoid great expansion of the examination 
burden, the applicant may at any time present only initial 
claims or perhaps only initial claims with only initial depen
dencies. The office and any third persons interested in poten
tial scope of this or subsequent applications should under
stand that broader claims may be presented at a later date in 
this case, in a case claiming the benefit of this case, or in any 
continuation in spite of any preliminary amendments, other 
amendments, claim language, or arguments presented, thus 
throughout the pendency of any case there is no intention to 
disclaim or surrender any potential subject matter. It should 
be understood that if or when broader claims are presented, 
such may require that any relevant prior art that may have 
been considered at any prior time may need to be re-visited 
since it is possible that to the extent any amendments, claim 
language, or arguments presented in this or any subsequent 
application are considered as made to avoid such prior art, 
such reasons may be eliminated by later presented claims or 
the like. Both the examiner and any person otherwise inter
ested in existing or later potential coverage, or considering if 
there has at any time been any possibility of an indication of 
disclaimer or surrender of potential coverage, should be 
aware that no such surrender or disclaimer is ever intended or 
ever exists in this or any subsequent application. Limitations 
such as arose in Hakim v. Cannon Avent Group, PLC, 479 F.3d 
1313 (Fed. Cir 2007), or the like are expressly not intended in 
this or any subsequent related matter. In addition, support 
should be understood to exist to the degree required under 
new matter laws-including but not limited to European 
Patent Convention Article 123(2) and United States Patent 
Law 35 USC 132 or other such laws-to permit the addition 
of any of the various dependencies or other elements pre
sented under one independent claim or concept as dependen
cies or elements under any other independent claim or con
cept. In drafting any claims at any time whether in this 
application or in any subsequent application, it should also be 
understood that the applicant has intended to capture as full 
and broad a scope of coverage as legally available. To the 
extent that insubstantial substitutes are made, to the extent 
that the applicant did not in fact draft any claim so as to 
literally encompass any particular embodiment, and to the 
extent otherwise applicable, the applicant should not be 
understood to have in any way intended to or actually relin
quished such coverage as the applicant simply may not have 
been able to anticipate all eventualities; one skilled in the art, 
should not be reasonably expected to have drafted a claim that 
would have literally encompassed such alternative embodi
ments. 

Further, if or when used, the use of the transitional phrase 
"comprising" is used to maintain the "open-end" claims 
herein, according to traditional claim interpretation. Thus, 
unless the context requires otherwise, it should be understood 
that the term "comprise" or variations such as "comprises" or 
"comprising", are intended to imply the inclusion of a stated 
element or step or group of elements or steps but not the 
exclusion of any other element or step or group of elements or 
steps. Such terms should be interpreted in their most expan
sive form so as to afford the applicant the broadest coverage 
legally permissible. The use of the phrase, "or any other 
claim" is used to provide support for any claim to be depen
dent on any other claim, such as another dependent claim, 
another independent claim, a previously listed claim, a sub
sequently listed claim, and the like. As one clarifying 
example, if a claim were dependent "on claim 20 or any other 
claim" or the like, it could be re-drafted as dependent on claim 
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1, claim 15, or even claim 25 (if such were to exist) if desired 
and still fall with the disclosure. It should be understood that 
this phrase also provides support for any combination of 
elements in the claims and even incorporates any desired 
proper antecedent basis for certain claim combinations such 
as with combinations of method, apparatus, process, and the 
like claims. 

Finally, any claims set forth at any time are hereby incor
porated by reference as part of this description of the inven
tive technology, and the applicant expressly reserves the right 10 

to use all of or a portion of such incorporated content of such 
claims as additional description to support any of or all of the 
claims or any element or component thereof, and the appli
cant further expressly reserves the right to move any portion 

15 
of or all of the incorporated content of such claims or any 
element or component thereof from the description into the 
claims or vice-versa as necessary to define the matter for 
which protection is sought by this application or by any 
subsequent continuation, division, or continuation-in-part 20 
application thereof, or to obtain any benefit of, reduction in 
fees pursuant to, or to comply with the patent laws, rules, or 
regulations of any country or treaty, and such content incor
porated by reference shall survive during the entire pendency 
of this application including any subsequent continuation, 25 
division, or continuation-in-part application thereof or any 
reissue or extension thereon. 

What is claimed is: 

52 
4. A method for transmitting electronic data as described in 

claim 1 further comprising the step of self-containing imple
mentation of said method on one side of an electronic data 
exchange transaction. 

5. A method for transmitting electronic data as described in 
claim 4 wherein said step of self-containing implementation 
comprises the step of avoiding counterpart implementation of 
said method on at least one other side of said electronic data 
exchange transaction. 

6. A method for transmitting electronic data as described in 
claim 4 wherein said step of self-containing implementation 
comprises the step of instructing at least one counterpart side 
of said electronic data exchange transaction from the imple
menting side of said electronic data exchange transaction. 

7. A method for transmitting electronic data as described in 
claim 1 further comprising the step of eliminating redundant 
javascript at said client. 

8. A method for transmitting electronic data as described in 
claim 1 further comprising the step of using said method with 
unaltered TCP/IP. 

9. A method for transmitting electronic data as described in 
claim 1 further comprising the step of the step of retaining 
individual attributes of each said data file. 

10. A method for transmitting electronic data as described 
in claim 1 wherein said step of automatically combining said 
multiple data files into a single combined data file comprises 
the step of executing programming code. 

11. A method for transmitting electronic data as described 
1. A method for transmitting electronic data comprising the 

steps of: 
storing multiple data files at a server; 
storing multiple data pointers at a client; 
automatically identifYing at least one characteristic of each 

said data file relevant to a threshold criterion for com
bining said multiple data files; 

30 in claim 10 wherein said step of executing programming code 
comprises the step of substituting at least one preexisting 
programming code element referring to said multiple data 
files with at least one substituted programming code element 

35 
referring to said single combined data file. 

12. A method for transmitting electronic data as described 
in claim 11 wherein said progrming code comprises 
HTML progrming code, wherein said preexisting pro
gramming code element comprises an HTML attribute refer-

automatically determining if said threshold criterion for 
combining said multiple data files has been satisfied; 

automatically combining said multiple data files into a 
single combined data file in accordance with said auto
matic determination if said threshold criterion; 

automatically combining said multiple data pointers into a 
single combined data pointer at said client; 

40 ring to a resource that can be read, and wherein said substi
tuted progrming code element comprises a unique 
character sequence identifying said resource as part of said 
combined data file. 

automatically associating said single combined data file at 
said server to said single combined data pointer at said 45 

client; 
automatically linking said server to said client via an elec

tronic data communications network; 
automatically effectively compressing at least one request 

from said client for at least one said data file at said 50 

server with said single combined pointer at said client; 
automatically effectively compressing provision from said 

server of at least one said data file to said client with said 
single combined data pointer at said client; 

automatically transmitting said data file from said server to 55 

said client via said electronic data communications net-
work at an effective network transmission rate greater 
than a benchmark network transmission rate for said 
electronic data communications network. 

2. A method for transmitting electronic data as described in 60 

claim 1 wherein said steps of automatically effectively com
pressing comprise the step ofleveraging a combination effi
ciency. 

3. A method for transmitting electronic data as described in 
claim 1 wherein said steps of automatically effectively com- 65 

pressing comprise the step of using said data association to 
request and provide at least one said file individually. 

13. A method for transmitting electronic data as described 
in claim 12 further comprising the step of avoiding retrieving 
said resource from a location other than said single combined 
data file. 

14. A method for transmitting electronic data as described 
in claim 1 wherein said method comprises the step of reduc
ing transmission overhead. 

15. A method for transmitting electronic data as described 
in claim 14 wherein said step of reducing transmission over
head comprises a step selected from the group consisting of 
reducing server storage locations for data files, reducing a 
number of data files, reducing a number of data pointers, 
reducing a number of electronic data exchange transactions, 
and reducing a required electronic data transmission band
width. 

16. An electronic data transmission apparatus comprising: 
a server having multiple data files stored thereon; 
a client having multiple data pointers stored thereon; 
an automated threshold criterion combination characteris

tic identifier responsive to said server; 
an automated threshold criterion determiner responsive to 

said automated threshold criterion combination charac-
teristic identifier; 
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an automated data file combiner responsive to said auto
mated threshold criterion determiner and to which said 
server having multiple data files stored thereon is 
responsive; 

an automated data pointer combiner to which said client 
having said multiple data pointers stored thereon is 
responsive; 

54 
p?se~ an el~ctronic data exchange transaction counterpart 
s1de mstructwn processor at said implementing side of said 
architecture. 

22. An electronic data transmission apparatus as described 
in claim 16 further comprising a redundant javascript elimi
nator at at least one of said server or said client. 

23. An electronic data transmission apparatus as described 
in claim 16 further comprising an electronic data transmitter 
utilizing unaltered TCP/IP. an automated data associator responsive to said automated 

data file combiner and said automated data pointer com
biner; 10 

24. An electronic data transmission apparatus as described 
in claim 16 wherein said automated data file combiner com
prises a constituent data file individual attribute retention 
processor. 

an electronic data communications network linking said 
server to said client; 

an automated data file request and provide effective com
pressor responsive to said automated data associator and 
to which said server having said multiple data files 
stored thereon and said client having said multiple data 
pointers stored thereon are responsive; 

15 

an automated data file transmission effective rate aug
menter responsive to a benchmark network transmission 20 
rate for said electronic data communications network 
and to which said server, said client, and said electronic 
data communications network linking said server to said 
client are responsive. 

17. An electronic data transmission apparatus as described 25 
in claim 16 wherein said automated data file request and 
provide effective compressor comprises a combination effi
ciency leverage system. 

18. An electronic data transmission apparatus as described 
in claim 16 wherein said automated data file request and 
provide effective compressor comprises an individual data 
file request and provision system having an associated data 
processor. 

19. An electronic data transmission apparatus as described 
in claim 16 further comprising a one-sided self-contained 
electronic data exchange transaction implementation archi-
tecture. 

20. An electronic data transmission apparatus as described 
in claim 19 wherein said one-sided self-contained electronic 
data exchange transaction implementation architecture com-
prises an electronic data exchange transaction opposed side 
counterpart implementation avoidance processor. 

21. An electronic data transmission apparatus as described 
in claim 19 wherein said one-sided self-contained electronic 
data exchange transaction implementation architecture com-

30 
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25. An electronic data transmission apparatus as described 
in claim 16 wherein said automated data file combiner com
prises a progrming code execution processor. 

26. An electronic data transmission apparatus as described 
in claim 25 wherein said progrming code execution pro
cessor comprises a preexisting programming code element 
removal processor responsive to an uncombined data file 
reference and a substituted programming code element sub
stitution processor responsive to a combined data file refer-
ence. 

27. An electronic data transmission apparatus as described 
in claim 26 wherein said progrming code comprises 
HTML progrming code, wherein said preexisting pro
gramming code element comprises an HTML attribute refer
ring to a resource that can be read, and wherein said substi
tuted progrming code element comprises a unique 
character sequence identifying said resource as part of said 
combined data file. 

28. An electronic data transmission apparatus as described 
in claim 27 further comprising a combined data file resource 
retrieval processor. 

29. An electronic data transmission apparatus as described 
in claim 16 wherein said apparatus comprises a transmission 
overhead reducer. 

30. An electronic data transmission apparatus as described 
in claim 29 wherein said transmission overhead reducer com
prises a reducer selected from the group consisting of a server 
storage location reducer, an data file number reducer a data 
pointer reducer, an electronic data exchange transacti;n num-
ber reducer, and a required electronic data transmission band
width reducer. 

* * * * * 


